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FULTON. KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MARCH 12, 1948

McDade To Launch Campaign
For 1948 Red Cross Funds;
100 Citizens to Make Canvass

Woman's Club President

BER

School-Teachers Get Faint Hope Pig --Pc44a:
Raise As Leaders Contact Legislature, ?'"

If the enthusiasm and interest of local school patrons could pay
the salaries of local teachers, they would be the highest paid in the
United States, for in a meeting held at the Fulton High School
art
On Tuesday morning March 16, Maxwell McDade chairman of
Wednesday night approximately fifteen citizens sat around the meeting
this yeaes local Rtal Cross campaign will "kick-off" the 1948 drive for
table and exploited every possibility to add dollars, and cents
to
the
lunds. With_a,quota of $1320, a twenty per cent increase over last year's
monthly ehecka of Fulton s teaching Profession,
than 100 citizens will make a house to house canvas fur
Much has Tappened this week on the school scene and as result
funds in the hope for getting the quota "filled in the first day's work.
of a meeting held at the school on Wednesday night a glimmer
of hope
The quota this year is $200 more than it was last year; however
may be in the offing.
the fund committee exceeded that quota.
The situation as it stands today is as follows:
Fulton Tenor Gives
Working with Mr..McDade on a fund planning committee are:
At the- Dad's Night dinner of the Parent-Teacher Association
held
Ernest Fall, Jr., Joe Davis, Foad liontra, Louis Weaks and Leon Browder.
Home Folks Rare Time
at the school on Tuesday two committees were appointed by
Mrs. Leo
The Red Cross is an old story
Greengrass,
Islo
. a good old story. It is not neces-•
president of the West Fulton P-TA to work with State'
event recently has been as
and
aary to go into t.,Pe ,many lives it
eagerly anticipated in musical as 'County officials to enai:t legislation or measures to bring
hks saved, the suffering it has rewas the event on Monday night, revenue into the district, and subsequently into the city. more school
lieved, the good it has done.
when Joseph Brent Williams. of this
'I he committees
are: Charles
The most destrurtive series of
city came home, laden with laurels,
•
.Gregory Bob White and Ernest
major disasters in history struck
to present a concert to his home Look For Legion Buikltng Fall, Jr.:, to
work
on
the
State level
the United States during 1947 w..folks. The Woman's Club was filled
Hunter Whitsell, Charles Looney, and Leon Browder, Wm. McDade
cerding to the American Red Cross,
to capacity, to hear Mr. Williams
and
Louis Weaks to work on the
which allocated upwards of $10,sing some tvienty programmed arid Ray Stallins visited Sikeston, district level.
000,000 to assist 'more than 300,000
numbers, and two encores, to the Charleston and New Madrid, Mo.,
As
the News went to press today
persons. In terms of costs, 1947 was
more than 400 persons privileged during the week looking °Ker. Amer- (Thursday)
the State rommittee was
ican Legion 'eaildings in t.hose towns
the peak year in Red Cross disaster
to
hear
him.
Paul Hornbeak was elected to the
busy at work contacting State ofwork for the last decade.
With the delightful compositions to get ideas for a new building here. ficials to determine
presidency of the Fulton Rotary
if there is a bill
of such great artists as Haydn, The locat Post is comtemplating in existence
Disasters, which struck 46 states Club at its
that would permit
and Alaska, included 142 fires, 50 He will be meeting last Tuesday.
Brahms, Debussy, Wagner and oth- erection of a 40 x 120 Quonset hut; fourth class
assisted by a vice-presicities.
like Fulton, to
floods, 41 tornadoes, 3 hurricanes, dent, to be
ers, Mr. Williams' soaring tenor was location is as yet undecided.
make its own assessments and colelected next week. Gene
22 other storms, 31 explosions, min- Williamson was
exceptional, even golden; he had a
lect
its own school taxes. If such
re-elected
or
fine way of hanging on to his top
earthquakes,
transportation and Paul Westpheling willtreasurer
a bill exists, mechanics will be put
replace
notes to the great enjoyment of his U. K. President
wrecks and other serious az•cidents. Leroy Cannon as
in motion to get the bill passed
secretary.
Grimmest toll in casualties and
Mrs. L. N. Gifford, a prominent audience.
Leaves For Germany
through the General Assembly beThe new board of directors will
rultural and rivic leader of FulHe gave his Fulton friends a tanproperty losses, and highest Red in.slude Clyde
fore it closes its books for new
Williams, Jr., Gene ton
was elected president of the talizing sample of the songs he sang
Cross relief expenditures occured Williamson, Jack
President
Herman
Donovan,
I,
of
bills. The books close on Saturday,
Snow, Theodore Woman's
alter five major disasters:
Club last Friday at the at Carnegie Hall, the songs he loves the University of Kentucky, left March 13.
Kramer. Clyde Hill,
The worst tornadoes in 10 years py" Hogan, outgoing Jr., and "Hap- regular monthly meeting.Mrs. Gif- the most and probably does the this week for Germarly where he
On Tuesday, following the band
president. The ford succeeds Mrs.
in Texas and Oklahoina last April; new officers will
M. W. Haws best. Several of his numbers were will spend two months in the caassume their dut- who has
The Texas City explosions and ies July 1st.
made an enviable record in Cierman and French, but the pacity of visiting expert in the concert by Yewell Harrison, W. L.
during her term of office.
singer graciously translated the field of university education. The Holland, superintendent of the local
fire in mid-April, claiming 500
schools addressed the most repreThe program for this week's
lives and inflictine more than 3,The new president is an exper- words and meaning before singing U. K. offical will act as an advisor sentative group
luncheon
was in charge of Clyde
of Fultonians tl
50 injuries;
ienced clubwoman, having held a them. His enunciation of the dif- to the U. S. Military Government has gathered
Williams,
who
here in recent months.
outlined the prog- position on the
June floods in seven midwcstern
on general problems of education.
executive board ot ficult foreign words was perfect.
On
ress
that
Tuesday
the
State
night
Mr. Holland
has
made
in
the the club and chairman of
It was an exciting performance He is expected to return to this
and easter states;
various
prefaced his talk with striking reThe severe Florida-Gulf States past 25 years in caring for crippled other committees. She has also for Mr. Williams.. Fresh from a -Suc- sountry about May I.
marks
when he said:
hurricane in September, followed children. Mr. Williams pointed out done outstanding work in the Par- cessful appearance at Carnegie Hall
that in 1923-24. when the Kentucky
"Usually a speaker has to have
and wrto the prospect of an early
by prolonged floods:
ent-Teacher organization.
Application
Society
is
price
the
be
for
to
exippled
a
joke
children
or two to
was or
The devastating New_._England
Other officers elected were: Mrs appearance,. at. Town .Hall in _,New paid for mental acquistion. To have a speech. The tell when he makes
ganized, some 213 cases were treatjoke
forest fires in October.
Maxwell McDade. first vice-presi- Vor.k, he gave a stellar redition of the harvest we must sow the seed. is one that occurs I will tell you
ed,
as
compared
with
6,309
last
year,
every time I try
difficult
arias
to
the
people that he
Red Cross records show 1.266 disdent:
Mrs.
T.
K.
Russell,
second
—Gamaliel
'Bailey.
to hire a teacher. I tell them what
wants to please the most.
aster-caused deaths, up to Decem- During this time some 133 cases vice-president; 'Mrs. M.
W,
Haws,
have
been
examined. and 71 treatthe salary is and then they start
hor I, approximately twice the toll
third vIce-president• Mrs. Walter
laughing. The joke is on me."
in 1946. Persons injured numbered ed, in Fulton County alone.
Voelpel, fourth vice-president; Mrs.
In excellent delivery he told of
Mr.
Williams
introduced Grace R. W. Burrow,
7.969:
recording
the hazards and obstacles facing
More than 81.000 buildings'— Cavendar, county health nurse, who retary: Mrs. J. C. Scruggs, seccoreducation in Kentucky today and
mostly homes — were •destroyed or in turn introduced two of her lit- responding secretary; Mrs.
likened the local predicament to 3.
damaged and hundreds of thous- tle charges from this county who Boyd, librarian and Mrs. Wilmon
Robert
grocery
situation existing in Fulhave
been
treated and are
now,Graham, library chairman.
ands of acres of productive farmton and 112 neighboring city across
lands were ruined by erosion or growing normally after treatment
Committees
From
'VFW
American
and
Legion
Mrs. W. L. Durbin, district gov- •
the street, South Fulton. He cited
rcndered useless for the year by by. the Society in Paducah and
ernor of the first district Woman's
the case of Tom Boaz who operates'
Louisville. They were:
Plaxming Parade, Street Dance
leng-standing, severe foods.
Club
gave
a
a
repairt
of
:
the
grocery in Fulton and Fred Robmid-winPaulette Brown. Fulton, a little
observed
Army
in
be
will
Day
ter Pete board Meeting and quotO
erson who operates a similar busi, miss just 22 montlui old, who was
essays
two
competition
in
,
the
with
of
While
art
il
6
A
teem the official report of that
ness in South Fulton, He raiid.
bes
htootut
I born with a club foot and who en- meeting.
woA J
rmittee
the ofoitu
eo
rm
oto
her
dc_rise
HELLO WORLD
rmon
ven
rogram
arilLA
natiThy
the --cialm
or rtm
onal ec
bertry
post
14\11
'When ete,4t of *ear men g••
tered the care ot the Society when
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Ross, Rick- she was 3 months old. After clilig- 'The Music Department of the . retiviltiecwill be in the towns and i rult
eillinse
erzei
rmw
tluac
rnt w
thilel be
eroz
grand
nied
n- to buy merchandise they must have
club.
with
Mrs.
Glynn
the
same amount of'piarchasing
Bushart aa communities of the country.
fhan. announce the birth of a nine ent rare, and frequent trips to
pound son, Arch Stevenson, born Louisville, Pauletta is now walking program chairman for the day, gave
Here in Fulton many local civic i King and Queen of Fulton's Airriy power. dollar-wise, to purchase
commodities to sell their customers
- March 5 at the Fulton Hospital.
and wearing a near-normal shoe, an excellent :musical program as groups working in cooperation with Day.
and her foot. as she grows °Ides. follows:
the local Army Recruiting Service i Climaxing the day's
festivities at a profit. It is ffie same way with
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoort Copeland, will be practically normal.
Two solos, "Care Selve" Handel, have planned gala activities for the; will be a street dance to be held on me." he said, "when I try to go out
Route I are the parents of an eight
Margie Sons, who parents re- "The Morning Wind," Gena Barnes- local observance of the national 012- a block on Lake street, at which and hire efficient tea.chers in compound 10 ounre daughter, Frances side on the Crutchfield -Fulton com, Mrs. Winfred Whitnel, atcom casion.
time t'ne essay winners will be an- petition with our neighbor across
Marie, born March 3 at Haws Mem- highway. vsas taken by the Society panted by Mrs. Steve Wiley.
nounced and rrowned the regal the way. I must have the same aevents,
planned
tentaAmong
the
mount of purchasing power as they
orial Ilospital.
at the age of 4, with osteomilitis of
Two piano solos. "Lieberstraume," lively is a colorful parade through rulers of the day.
do if I am to get the same kind of
the bone, and impending tubercu- Franz Lint. "Valse Brillante," Ma- +•the streets of the city with a unit of
Also in the planning stage is the teachers."
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon, Route losis. Margie was bedfast, could nev- na Zucca, by Mrs. Paul Hayes.
equipment and , procurement of National Guard unmobile
soldiers
and
i, announce the birth of a seven er have walked or gone to school,
He revealed that the salaries in
Two violin solos "The Swan,' C.
pound eight ounce daughter, Caro• and weighed only 26 pounds. After Saint Saeno, "Morris Dance." Ed- perhaps an Army band from Camp its from Union City and Martin, the South Fulton school are from
Campbell
celeto
gaiety
the
add
Tenn.,
to
enter
parade.
to
the
lyn Lorraine. born March 4 at seven years of care and two opera- ward German by Mrs. David Sunbration.
Committees from the two vet- $35 to $52 a month higher than for
Ilsws Hospital.
lions she is now walking and going drick, accompanied by Mrs. Glenn
erans groups working on the cele- the comparable position in Fulton.
Sergeant
According
Avalon
of
to
school
to
and will be able to' de• Bushart.
The fear that
the local recruiting service, many bration are: Raymond Stallings, would be droppedthe Fulton school
Mr. and Mrs, Rommic Hrundige, velon into normal girlhood as a refrom the SouthTrio. Mrs. Winfred Whitnel, Miss loeal merchants haVe planned to chairman and Jack Snow and Jack ern
route 3, are the parents of an eight' stilt of the diligent care she has reAssociation
of
Secondary
Wellons
Veterans
the
from
Forof
parade.
Warren,
in
•
floats
Nell
enter
the
Mrs.
Hugh
Pigue,
"On
pound 12 ounce daughter, Susan,
eign Wars. Charles Looney, chair- Schools and Colleges has been alBeginning
(Friday)
today
comNV'
th
a
f
S
.
"
d
1
born March 5 at Haws Hospital.
Miss Cavendar pointed out that
man and Pete Peterson and Dan Japed— wlaen a recent. increase in
of the 20 current cases in Fulton "La Seanate," Tosti, accompanied mittee from the American Legion , S. Henry from the American Leg- teacher s salaries, approximating
and the Veterans of Foreign Wars '
Ms. and Mrs. Horace Jones, Duke- county that the Crippled Children's by Mrs. M. H. Haws.
S13.09 a month brought the standMrs. C. L. Maddox and Mrs. Steve will visit the schools in Fulton, ' ion.
dom, announce the birth of a sev- Society is handling, 11 are at this
ards up to the requirements of that
.
Wiley played a piano duet, "The South Fulton, Hickman, Clinton, ;
en pound 12 ounce son born Mareh end and 9 at the far end.
Fulgham. Western and Cayce and ,
Letters to the Editors organization.
at the Fulton Hospital.
\
The care of crippled children is Valse" Arensky.
Mr. Holland traced education in
Refreshments were served to the present to the high school students
a constant project of the Fulton
The Sensings, Ann and Erl, are Rotary club. as well as Rotary nearly 100 members who attended. + an opportunity to enter an essay , Mr. an.# Mrs. R. Paul Westpheling Kentucky from its inception in 1775
to the rurrent day, The first known
contest and compete for the title of The Fulton County News,
the proud parents of a fine baby clubs throughout the state, and with
steps in schooling this state were
King and Queen of Army Day Fes- 1Fulton, Kentucky.
bey born at the Fulton Hospital in the Easter drive in 'the offing, all
taken
by a Mr. Rice, who founded
tivities here. The contestsia to write 1Dear Friends:
the early hours of Monday morn- will be asked to give generously to'Corn Meeting
Held
an essay on the subject 'A strong
I want to congratulate you on the Transylvania College. Mrs. J. J.
ing. The new little editor has been this worthy cause.
Owens
peaceful
America."
America
of this city is a direct desis
a
appearing
'splendid
editorial
the
on
given the name of David, who
A meeting was held last night by
cendant of that early educator.
written vtlluntari- front page of your recent issue.
weighed six pounds and twelve
To preserve a long course of yews the Corn Shovv committee of the The essay may be
isaisdysttheamt a wpas
ly to win the honor or- it may be
a rt eosftatb
hietsphreedserimt
I think this was a well deserved
ounces at birth. The News welcomes still and uniform, amid the uniform Fulton Chamber
of
Commerce.
the little newcomer into the ranks darkness of storm and cloud and Chairman A. C. Butts and his group written as a part of the English tribute to a great humanitarian. I schHooe
requirements
at
1922
write
a
ancost
to
an
class
of
$85,000.00.
Later
beautiful
never
more
a
read
have
of the Fourth Estate of Fulton.
tempest, requires strength front a- are making plans for a big event
bove,—deep draughts from the front this fall, and are hard at work get- nual essay. The principal and the tribute and every word of it was the gym was added at a rost of
English teachers from the respec- deserved.
a38.000.00 and more recently Carr
Mr. and _ Mrs. Hewitt Stewart, of divine love.—Mary Eddy.
ting entries in now. Interested
Institute at a cost of approximately
Sincerely yours,
Hickman, announce the birth of a
He who prays as he ought, will farmers are invited to get in touch tive schools will -select the best let- ',
vrritten
ter
and
a
best
girl
by
the
I
N-OBLE J. GREGORY $153,000.00. At the present rate of
seven pound five ounce daughter, endeavor to live as he prays.—Owen with Mr. Butts.
letter written by a boy and enter thel
Congressman retirement the loeal school will
Ann Marie, born March 8 at Haws
not be free of debt until 1961, Mr.
llospital.
Holland said.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Hurd, ClinBringing! his talk closer home.,
ton, are the parents of seven pound
the speaker told of the facts exfourteen ounce daughter, Sherry
isting in fourth class cities regard.
Fuezett, born March 8 at tile Fulton *
ing school taxation. Fulton is a
Ilere's something new. radroNist- bers t.vant to purchase a clubhouse best
Hospital.
letter selected that week by Drug Co.; a two pound box of Hol- fourth class city. A city of this deeners, and newspaper readers of and the project deserves a pat on the judges
will be called. The my- lingswirth Candy from City Drug scription is not empowered to tax
Mr. and and Mrs. E. D. Johnson, Fulton and surrounding territory. the back. They are appealing to stery will be continued until Mr. Co. Any other merchants desiring to any local property for school funds;
Here's
chance
a
to
dozens
win
of
their
friends
in
to
Fulton
help
them
Futon
been
Hickman announce the birth of a
has
identified.
donate additional items to the Mr. the State is portioned out in school
acven pound 12 ounce daughter, wonderful prizes and give you an buy a building here so that they 'As always the merchants of Ful- Fulton mystery are invited to do so. distrirts and any funds given to
Jean Ann, born March 9 at the opportunity to test your skill at may have a place of their own to ton are cooperating to make the IlGoodwin Service Station, 10 gal- schools in an area, must be given
solving a mystery.
hold meetings dances and other linois Central Service Club project lons of gas; Mrs. F. W. Madding, to the entire district.
}laws Hospital.
He did say
The Illinois Central Service Club, functions. Here is what you
do. a success. Already donated to the Better Brush representative, $15.50 however that "something should be
Mr. and Mrs. Jewel Hinkle are not content that the Walking Man Write a letter of not more than 25 Mr. Fulton mystery is a $20 perman- carving set; Sawyer's Grocery, one done about the loose way that we
the parents of a 7 pound daughter has been fdentified, is going to car- words that says. "I am donating to ent from the Love Beauty Shop for frozen hen; Dr. Wells Bottling Co., go about tax evaluation. It was a
P,anna Lynn, beirn March 9 at 6:30 ry on the interest of guessing a the I. C. Service Club's building the lady in the family of the per- one case of Dr. Wells beverage; De- known fact he said, that there is
well known personality, but this fund because . . The letter need son identifying Mr. Fulton;
p m. at Haws Hospital.
time they are going to bring the not be composed by expert writers. printed personal stationary a box of Myer Grocery, $1.50 beef roast; great deal of property- in Fulton
and a
mystery
closer home. The mystery just tell in simple words why you one's year's subscription to the pap- Kentucky Hardware and Imple- that is loosely taxed or not taxed at
'Trap records show rats may migment Co., one glass coffee maker; all.
rate four miles in a week; that's will be carried over Station WNGO are donating to the Illinois Central er by the Fulton County News; a R. M. Kirkland Jewelry Shop, one
It was further revealed that thewhy united, community-wide actien by remote control to the studio at Service' Club to help their worthy Sportsmen's shaving set from Ford fountain pen; Legg Barber Shop, long existing discrepancies in the
Jack Foy's Tourist Court.
cause.
Clothing Co., for the man in the one bottle hair tonic.
is needed in fighting them.
evaluation of property in the
tax
What is the mystery? The mystPrint your name, address and family of the person identifying
Everybody within listening dis- lower end of the county is not comery is . . . "who is Mr. Fulton?" phone number on the letter, but do Mr. Fulton; two delicious chirken
The contest operates similar to NOT send in the person you think dinners with all the trimmings frorn tance of this radio is ,eligible to mensurate with the values of propenter the contest except the judges erty here. While an increase in the
the national walking man contest, is Mr. Fulton.
the Snack Shop in Union City; a and members of their families; the
but Instead of having a well known
On Monday afternoon, March 15th suit and dress dry cleaned by Quali- staff of the Fulton County News property tax values in Fulton alone, or in the lower end of the
national figure, they have selected on this program, the writer of the ty Cleaners; a bottle of fine toilet
and members of their families; the county alone, would not add sufa man who resides in Fulton.
first best letter selected by the water from Bennett Drug Co.; an staff of WNGO and Jack Poy's Tourficient revenue to mean anything,
In a few minutes we ,will give judges. eomoosed of three promin- oil change and a -grease job from tat
Court and their families; the of- the combined increase in tax evaluayou a clue or two, and even a jingle, ent Fultonlans, will be.called and Brady's Garage; $2.50 in cash from
ficers
of
the
Illinois
Central
A hill a stream, a batter's ball
Service
tion may snake an appreciable difto get you started in the fun of asked
. . "Who is Mr. Fulton." Dallas Produee Co.; one box of cut Club and their families.
A smoke-filled rooth a banquet hall testing your skill to see how well
ference. it was noted.
Only one person will be called each rosesofrom Killebrew's Florist shop;
Get ,in the fun. Write that letter
A vote, a job, they're all done well you know your neighbors. But first week.
The Fulton school debt is financIn the event Mr. Fulton is a table lamp from Graham Furni- to the Illinois Central Service Club
A snan who get's the leaders yell. a little about the contest.
not identified by the person called. ture Co.; a delicious $2.00 beef care of Jack Foy, Fulton, Ky, En- ed by a building bond, and recently
Little Phoebe just worried and
the,
issUe was refinanced at a lowThe mystery is designed to raise an additional clue will be given at roast from Butts Grocery;
$7.50 close a donation. The size doean't er rate of interest effecting a savworried cause- she too is trying to funds for the Illinios Central Serv- that
time..
following
The
Monday
anleather
utility
kit from Evans
figure out "Who is Mr. Fulton?"
ice Club's building fund. The mens- other person who has written the Co.; $5.00 worth of costnetica. Drug matter, and will have tio bearing inged some $1100 to the local school
(Continued on pais 12)
Owl •
board, the News learned.

PAUL HORNBEAK
NEW PRESIDENT
OF ROTARY CLUB

JOSEPH WILLIAMS
TURNS IN STELLAR
PERFORMANCE HERE

MRS. L. N. GIFFORD
IS ELECTED HEAD
OF WOMAN'S CLUB

BIG'ARMY DAY CELEBRATION PLANNED HERE;
MANY ACTIVITIES IN VIEW FOR APRIL 6
i

•
Know Your Neighbor--Who is Mr.Fulton?•

Little
Phoebe

a,
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THE FULTON COLTNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
Urge the finest young men you
know to enlist in the US Army or
the US Air Force. ,
tember 2, 1945, „

An Open Door
to
Health and Peace
Writings that reveal the actual
Science of Christianity, suid
thereby have meant the difference between sickneas and
_health,failure and success, unrest and rich satisfaction for
thousands, are available for
you at the nearest Christian
Science Reading Room.
lfere the Bible-and th•
Christian Science textbook,
"Science and Health with Key
to the Scriptures" by Mary
Baker Eddy —containing the
complete explanation of
Christian Science—as well as
other Christian Science literature, may be read, borrowed,
or purchased.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
READING ROOM
211 Carr St. 1Fulton
WED. THUR. FRI. SAT.
HOURS: 2-1 p. m.
Visitors Witicom•
Information concerning free
public lectures, church services,
and other Christian Science activities also available.

ANOTHER 'WALKING MAN' THRILLER ON AIR;
FUND FOR SUPPORT OF KENTUCKY CHILDREN
Cash and n-h. rchandise prizes a
mounting to $10,000 are offered on
the "Head of The Family" radio
program, heard over WHAS, Wednesday evenings at 8:30. The contest, "Who is K?'' is featured in the
fund- raising campaign for Kentucky
Children, Inc. Clues are' given on
the program that lead to the identity of "K." This was announced
from headquarters -of-i-Kentucky
Children, Inc., after the premiere
performance of the show, broadcast
from the National Theater, Louisville, Wednesday, February 25.
"K" is, or maybe was, a nationally known resident of Kentucky. "K"
might be a governor. "K" might be
a famous author or editor. "K"
might be a judge or even a former
president. "K" might be dead or
.2.ccording to the radio, announcement.
To be eligible for the "K" prize,
entrants are given the following
rules: "Complete this sentence in
25 words or less: "Everyone should
contribute to Kentucky Children,
Inc., becguse . . . .' Mail your contribution and entry to Kentucky
Children, Inc., WHAS, Louisville,
Ky. Be sure your name, address and
telephone number are written plainly in the upper right hand corner
on the same page on which your
entry is wfitten. Kentucky Childnm
Inc., , has selected well-known citizenS to act as judges. These judges
and
will select the first, second
third best entries each week. Perensons submitting the three best
in
tries will be called by telephone,
order, and given a chance to identify "K." Entrants must answer their
telephone when called during the
broadcast each Wednesday, 8:30--

"...=========9211==

9:00 p. m. The first person to properly identify "X" will win the
grand "K' prize."
Following is the list of prizes currently offered on the "K" Prize by
Kentucky merchants, manufacturers, and business people:
Ladies $350 fur coat, 10 Rusco allmetal combination screen and storm
vtindows,--one-- Kamen living room
suite, one registered $500 Guernsey
bull, Kenmore deluxe electric range,
seven foot 1948 Frigidaire, two said.
Handmacker ladies' suite, roofing
for a house, reservations for two
persons for five days at Miami
Beach, Florida, at the McFaddenleather chair,
Deauville Hotel;
cOmfilete ladie's Easter ensemble,
house, living
of
,
paint for outside
Dinette
Washington
room rug,,
Chronic bronchitis may develop if
gronp, Spartan radio-phonograph your
cough, chest cold, or acute broncombination, man's suit, topcoat and chitis is not treated and you cannot afand
chair
a student suit, lounge
ford to take a chance vrith any medicine
n which
matching ottoman, 12 shirts and 12 less potent than Creomulsio
seat of the trouble to
mother and goes right to the
for
ties, lingerie
help loosen and expel germ laden
daughter.
phlegm and aid nature to soothe and
Paul Revere silver bowl, custom heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial
permanent &id filled cosmetic trav- mucous membranes.
CreomuLsion blends beechwood creoel case, shoes for the entire falnily, sote
special process with other time
Home testedbymedicines
Harvester
International
for couglas. It contains
Freezer, two matched cases far tr.) narcotics.
No matter how many medilnes you
ladies, Graves candy for the family
have tried, tell your druggist to sell you
for one year, a box a week, cut a
bottle of Creomulsion with the underflowers for the house each month standing you must like ,t_h_e way it quickto
fashions
d
co-ordinate
for a year,
ly allays the cough, permitting rest and
complete a ladie's spring ensemble . sleep, or you ara to have your money
pair of full fox furs, $250, a low-boy back.(Adv.)
fan and a Northington fan, life-time I
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
aluminum v;are set.
the
identify
to
clues
Additional
mysterious "K'' in the $10,000 cash
contest
prize
and merchandise
sponsored for Kentucky Children,
"Head
on
night
last
Inc., were given
of the Family" radio programbroadcast over WHAS, Louisville,
Ky. They are:"Last comes a favor
. . But first, there's a fee . .. Kentucky's the place . . . Where "K"
made his plea."

NOTICE
To those people in Hickman, Fulton and Carlisle Counties,
Kentucky who do not have electric lines built or staked to
their homes and are interested in securing electric service,
are advised to contact Hickman-Fulton Counties Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation, Hickman, Ky., by letter or in person.
The present project is expected to be the final major construction program, and it is the goal of your electrical cooperative
to provide electric service to all rural residents in this area
who will cooperate in this program.
•

APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE

A rat in the trap is nut "worth*
The cost of living has gone up
for rats. too, since they prefer grain; i anything; but he won't take the
humans pay the bill in cash i two bushels of corn a rat eat and
The University of Kentucky Stu- but
spoil in a year.
dent Government Association has and in hunger.
gone on record as opposing a resolution, now pending in the General
Assembly, to declare vacant the
honorary literary post of Poet Laureate of Kentucky. The resolution
would name Dr. Jesse Stuart, Greenup county poet and novelist, as successor to Dr. James T. (Cotton) Noe,
professor emeriths of the University
and well-known poet who has helti
the position since 1928. Although
living. in California_lor his_ health,
Dr. Noe is "still a Kentuckian in
mind and spirit,'' V. K.4 students

U. K. STUDENTS OPPOSE .
POET LAURENIT CHANGE

BY APRIL 15, 1948
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Bron ifis

VETS TO GET MORE
ALLOWANCE MAY 1
UNDER NEW RULING

•••••••••

Badly

Your

_ PARTY LINE NEIGHBORS
have problems, tool

be
Queei
than 1
No re
rubbh
hot w
wash
and s

keep calls brief

cla

This assures better service for you and
_ party lino neighbors.

your

gire others a chance
A 'Tirne Out" between calls gives others a
chance to use the line.

Increased subsistence allowances
for student veterans taking fullbe retime educational courses
flected in checks payable on or
shortly after May 1, Veterans Administration emphasized today.
The new payments, affecting veterans enrolled under the G. I. Bill
and also disabled veterans studying
under Public Law 16, will be at a
monthly rate of $75 for a veteran
without dependents, $105 for a veteran with one dependent, and $120
for a veteran with more than one
dependent.
The old rates of $65 monthly for
single veterans and M for those
with dependents still apply for onjob trainees and part-time student
veterans.
The higher rates become effective
April 1 and will be payable at the E.4.+4,404.1.4.4.144.4.4,4.4.+44•41.+44.11.1,4
end of the month. Single veterans
and those with one dependent need
not apply for the increased pay
ments, as VA records ,contain sufficient information to make the ad- .
justments. However, veterans entitled to $120 because' they hovel
more than one dependent will be
required to submit proof of de- ,
pendency. If this proof is furnished'
prior to July 1, they will receive
retroactive payments at the new '
rates back to April 1.

release line in emergencies
it

When another party on the line hos on

emergency,please release the line quickly.

hnni
Young

Howl

hang up gently
lit When the line is
Gently."

Squa
busy,

please "Hang Up

WILL]

4th
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPAt4T
lawsporated
++++.4.41410414.0.0

++++++ + +

Subscribe to the News!
7:

NOTICE TO
AUTO OWNERS!

RI

If you have not already obtained your

IT'S YOUR RED CROSS . . . KEEP IT GOING!
1948 FUND RAISING CAMPAIGN ...

City Auto License Sticker
apply at City Hall at once, and avoid
penalties.

ROM

Do Not Delay.
G. J. MODE
Sir

Fulton Police Chief .

the Main streets of our own
towns to the Main streets of
plague and starvation-ridden countries across the seas the Red Cross \,
stands ready to serve when it is
needed. It serves in many ways ...
blood for victims of accident and illness, nurses' aides for hospitals, disaster relief, first aid, accident and
water safety training.
The Gray Ladies who alo the big

F

15t 31st

"little things" for hospitalized veterans and servicemen, the home nursing courses that show the homemaker how to care for the sick at
home, the advisory services for those
in need of aid and advice ... all these
things are a part of the world-wide
job the Red Cross does for you and
for everybody. It's your Red Cross
... Keep it going. Those wilt need
help getit. Those who can help,give it.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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HEARTS and FLOWERS
By

PATRICIA LATANE
4/41.++++++4.+411.1.+1.+4.3+++++4•4

Miss Latane;
I am a girl 28 years old and am
lonely. I would like for you to tell
this
me if you think I witl marry
year. I do not go with any one regular. r_have a few good friends but
they don't seem to be interested in
love. I.am good cook, have a job,
can spw, and do house work. What
ditt—you alb dk AVM Is- for
J.D.C.
• • •
My dear J.D.C.
My girl, from your handwriting
It leoks. as if you have had several
chances for marriage and according
to your writing you should have
been married once and maybe
twice. I think there will be three
trips to the altar for you and the
third on(• will be a very happy marriage with two children blessing
your home. If you work hard and
p pood Christian life your third
marriage will take place the latter
part of this. year or the early part
of 1949. You will meet this man

Badly soiled qcaments can
be laundered in a Speed
Queen cleaner cmd faster
than in any other washer.
No pre-soaking—no hand
rubbing. ONE supply of
hot water for the average
wash is enough. Stop in
.and se* the new models.

"

while vacationing. If you are lonely
and want something to do think of
something that you heard someone
say was impossible and set you?
mind to do it. This will give you
something to do.

Prune Coffee Cake

My Dear Miss Latane,
I am a man 58 years old and havo
been talking to a lady who works
next to me. We have had dinnet
together several times and hav,,
gone to the moVies. We both likt
the same things and she seems to
enjoy my company as I do hers.
She is 42 years old and I would like
very much to ask her to marry me
at do yaw; think? .

interior is very much like it The men with the urge to fly. See your
furnace replaces the two stoves. We local recruiting Sergeant for full
are proud (if this building, and it details.
has also become very dear to us.
MRS. FRANK STROUD
Never before has there been a
greater opportunity for the young
If
so
tan?
Samari
a
good
man to write his own ticket in the
Are you
tell the young men you know a- Army. Tre broad'freedom ot choice
kmut the wonderful opportunities offered today will have a very
open to them in the US Army or strong appeal to most of the potentral recruits you talk to. Tell them
US Air Force.
about it and urge them to get full
Pilot training under the US Air details at the 16(...al Recruiting OfForce Aviation Cadet program is_for fice 428 Lake St. Fulton.
aMPIA,

,1117.11.1•11•10=G...-

t

* • •

Dear V.A.;
I would advise marriage now if
you intend to marry. You will never know until you ask her if she
will accept or not. If you are afraid
your asking this would break up a
beautiful friendship hint around
and see how she feels about marriage first. Then if you think she
feels the same as you do, ask her.
As for my advise, I would say ask
her and don't wait any longer.
-Dear Miss Latane;
I am A man 31y ears old and I am
going with a girl I think a lot of,
I wonder if I will marry this year.
T am a sportsman:I have a good job
and can support her well.
R.H.
• • •
My Dear R. H.;
Your handwriting indicates that
perhaps you have already been married. The writing does not reveal
much about the girl you are presently going with, but it does show
that you meet a girl and married
her n 11940. Events with the present
girl may not turn out well and I
believe that if you could get to
gether with your former spouse you
will be much happier.
There s a lazy line in your handwriting. Get out of this. That's a
vicious habit. Take my advice and
look up your exwife. Your handwriting is very confusing and indi- •
cates many things . .. one of which
is the fact that marriage would settle yoar problems. Before you cio
anything drastic, look up your 1940
love.

For am energy pick-up, quick and nutritious. serve this excellent prune
•
eake with mugs of milk.
Hot breads are an appetizing invitation to "come and get it",
especially when winter storms are blowing outside. This year's goodd
supplies of dried fruits make them a good item to team with enriche l
flour'a thrifty protein, iron and B-vitamins for nourishing, flavorfu
eoffee cakes.
A versatile bread, indeed, is this prune coffee cake with its attractive crumble topping. Serve it for breakfast, of course — but also for
luncheon with • Lenten salad plate of diced fruits and cheese, and
when friends drop in for "a snack".
If you dip your scissors in water before cutting the prunes, the
fruit will be less likely to stick to the blades. You will also find it a
good idea to "dust" the chopped fruit with part of the sifted dry
ingredients to keep the fruit from sticking together.
PRUNE COFFEE CAKE
cup chopped cooked prunes
BV2 cups sifted enriched 110.11
TOPPING
% cup brown slar
% cup granulate woe
cup enriched lour
cup margaraw or butte.
• teas000e1 salt

ormpressed
.
ygerast..ic
ckaierly .
t paot
cup lukewarm weer
V. cup melted shortening'
cuP augar
2% teaspoon! salt
I teaspoon (mown...
2 ems, butes

Soften yeast in ,A cup lukewarm
water. -To remaining water add
shortening, sugar, salt, and cinnamon. Cool to lukewarm. Add two
cups flour. Mix well. Add eggs
and softened yeast. Beat thoroughly. Add prunes and mix well.
Add remaining flour. Mix well.
Pour into greased bowl, cover and
let rise in warrn place (80 degres
to 85 degrees F.) until light and

puffy (about two hou . Stir
down and pour into gre ed pans
nine inches in diamete . Sprinkle
with topping mixture made by
mixing sugars, salt, and flour and
cutting in margarine or butter.
Let nse until doubled (about two
hours). Bake In moderate oven
(350 degrees F.) about 30 minutes.
Yield: Two coffee cakes, nine
inches in diameter.
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CONTOUR LOVELINESS ... an emphatically
smart suit you'll adore wearing! Artistically
created by Betty Rose in pure worsted gabardine, its cupid collar and softly rounded hipline
give you the beautiful new look. Beige, mint,
coco, grey, navy, Size 10-20.
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FULTON HATCHERY

--- EGG PRICES SHOULD BE HIGH THIS
FALL, SO

For Information on any Funeral Question,
We Invite You to Consult Us.

BUY BABY CHICKS NOW
Cull old hens for more profits on less feed!

4 Fulton Hatchery
STATE LINE ST.

PHONE 483

FUNERAL HOME
Martin, Tenn.
390
Phone

FULTON, KY.
-"

>-

• -011(---air..- wit -c

COCA-COLA COMPANY IV
'BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE

CO., INC.
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING
19411, Thep Coca-Cala Company
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all right, but we would like to have seen them hanging from
the rafters, for the talk rnade there by W. L. Holland, super:
intendent of local schools, was one of the best we have heard

cit., comes .from cited, and means
"citation."

The City Council does not meetagain for a few weeks
at which tirue the members
may
may not di<cuss the issue of TVA power for the
city.
In the. event there may be
confusion in the minds
of our readers we want to.make
It Star that the City Conn'
cil did not vote against TVA,
per se. but against an ordianc2
authorizing the council to open
negotiations for acquisition
of a local distributing•plant
It is the concensus of the
great
majority of Fulton's population
that when the proper time
arrives to actually' vote on
whether the city shall or shall
not have TVA power that
the City Council will not
vote
against it. The present City
Counc7i1 did not vote aganist
it
. .. no City Council ever
has . . . no City Council ever
will.
If TVA is the right thing.
for Fulton t ohave it will
come, don't ever think it won
t.

Perhaps the talk was so good because he had a good
subject . . . or is discussion of poor pay for school teachers
a good subject ...
You could hear a pin drop during his entire talk. Even
0
those fine young boys on the front rows made not a move,
because they wanted to hear and perhaps to learn what Supt.
Holland had to say about their future learning
which from
our point 'of view has the dreariest future' of any project in
the entire State.
Mr. Holland traced local education from its inception
in the latter part.of the last century to the current day.
Education in Kentucky is in a state of abOmination.
Any way you look at it, we think there has been little progress from the days of the barefeet and the coon skin cap.

Bill Browning, Coach Goranflo and Jack Carter, we were

were not enough horseshoes around to make the efforts become a reality.
What's wrong with folks, anyway. How can the other
46 or 47 other States in the Union get their problems ironed
out? Why cant we?
•
Governor Clements said in pre-election speeches that
he would do everything he could to help education. That
everything is mighty little as far as we can see.
Sometimes we think that maybe we have been cursed
with too much enthusiasm to get things done, but on the
other hand we think that other people are afflicted with
the darndest disease of malignant, pernicious, insipient
anemia of thought.
Would it be beyond the realms of possibility for sucn
fine men as Charles Gregory, Bob White, Ernest Fall, Jr ,
Leon Browder, Wm. McDade and Louis Weaks to get to
gether with other State leaders of the same outstanding calibre and go to Governor Clements and say:
"Look here, Mr. Clements, if you are proud to be the
governor of a State that has the lowest scholastic standards
of any State in the Union, then we are not. It is vital to us
that we have _school teachers that rank with the best in
ibe-nation and to do that we must pay them a living wage. If
it takes a sales tax, a soft drink tax, a pari-mutuel tax, or a
eigarette•-tax, letts” get it done."
Why is it necessary to always consider the vicious
political ramifications of an issue? The vote ... the vote,
.
the vote . . . from the highest and the mightiest . . . to
the lowest and the foulest ...its alwaulre vote ... the vote
... the vote.
aim

The Democratic Way of Life
Senator Irving N. Ives of New York made a corking
good address before the New York Press Association in Syracuse this month and he specialized on the irrtportance of the

"You, who publish small-town papers make the people
of a community conscious of their common interests and responsibilities and objectives," he said.
Ives said the reportin7of sicknesses, births, marriages,
deaths, rhurch and school happenings, society news and
'weekly personal doings "teems with personal interest, depicts
real AmeriCan Ms"

USE

.-!ase, the Extension Service.
the red. Now, costs are so high that
Fear of Recession
There is plenty of evidence of many enterprises must operate at
,close
to capacity, to be on salt'
fear of a decline in business actisi-;
ty. Bankers everywhere are warn- I ground. Therefore, it is argued, a
ing against too much expansion of relatively slight recession could be
credit. In the stock market, most , much more serious than in the old
shares are selling at prices that are days. Like riding a bicycle that
low in relation to profits in 1947 , must move fast to remain upright.
reflecting lack of confidence in fu-: Income, Taxes. Savings
ture dividends. In manufacturing ' The Department of Commerce last
circles, one hears a lot about the . week reported that U. S. citizens in
"break-even point.' This is the lev-i 1947 spent twenty billions more
el of production at which a business than in 1946, but that the extra
money bought very little more in
can begin to make a profit.
Prices were
In the old days. that level was goods and services.
low enough so that most firms higher.
could take a considerable drop in
Bruce Henderson
sales- without actually gOing into the Jones Hospital. _is a patient at
191101111019111110111111111111111111118511Milainerei-. ,,ewaymmummemomp,,

of Georgia, Walter Hammond
of
Texas. R. E Slusher of Missouri,
Howard Hill of Iowa and possibly
,Ranson Aldrich of Mississippi
and
Warren Hawley of Nek York,
will
!,(stify before the House
Committe
on Agriculture -on the Farb Bureaue
From Washington
backed Cooley-Hill bills for the coordination . of agricultural agencies
Long Range Program
under the Extension Service. The
Top farm news items
of last basic issue is whether or not fedweek here was Secretary of
Agri- i eral agencies are to operate direct
culture Anderson's appeal to
thei from Washington to the farmer. or
chairmen of th€.- agriculture comThrough a
local art.awv--tn this
rnitteeidf-both Houses af Congress
for action on a long range
farm Or'I!!! '
program now. On th-2 same day,
he
addressed Minnesota PMA committeemen. "Stop-gap
legislation
merely to extend present price supports may seem expedient, but it
is not adequate,' he said in St.
Paul. "Both major parties should
commit themselves firmly through
the votes of members of Congress,
thereby confronting
thc
voters
with records rather than promises"
Farm Bureau has recommendeLl .
simple e.,xtension of present supports . for another year to permit time for
appraisal of the effects of European
developments under the European
Recover). Program before workinr
out a permanent farm plan. After t:
Your Easter.o uit
by t&SRY- LANE
the Secretary's appeal, however,
AFBF President Allen Kline said
that Farm Bureau is ready now
with definite recommendations on
most-issues. and hopes to be ready
All-Wool Gabardine Suits (as pictured at
to testify on all soon after the AFBF
risky.
Board meeting March 17-19.
Parity and SupportsSizes 9 to 15. Stylish New -Creations!
On price supports and parity, Anderson said: ". . . I favor the continuance of price supports based
on parity. with parity modernized
to reflect new price relationships
among the various commodities. I
favor a more flexible system of
supports than we have, so that WE'
will not automatically freeze the
production pattern."
For Little Girls
The Secretary did not name the
support level he favors. but he.-did
• MARGARET O'BRIEN
say: "I am inclined to think that
any minimum support levels which
(MGM Star)
are legally mandatory should be
lower than the present 90 per cent
Coats, hats dresses, lingerie . .
of parity minimums. but much highfeaturing
the
"Add A-Year
er than the 52 per cent provided in
the Triple-A Act of 1938."
Coat. Sizes 3-14. Exclusive with
Coordination Bills
us!
This week. President Allen Kline
of the American Farm Bureau FedVICTORY GIRL COATS
eratiorr along with H. L. Wingate
Shorties or full swing backs.
Sizes 3-14
CHILDREN'S
COATS and
MATCHING BONNETS.

Farming

Dress Up Your
Children for Easter!

When
check

pusint
every
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29.98

Notice

Members of the Fulton

Size* 1 to 3
MITZI FROCKS
In Dan River cotton. Sizes
1-3,
3 to 6x; 7-12.

A

TOPPERS in Gabardine and
wool

C°untY
SPORTSMEN'S

that these local papers are backed with management and
personnel who have plenty of ability to carry on and serve,
and succeed, "because its role in the grass roots of our National life is indispensable."
Senator Ives said the influence of weekly newspapers
"can be appreciated" when it is considered that "there are
2,003 daily papers published in our country and almost
10,000 weekly papers, including 543 in New York State."

God help me keep my faith undimmed by
team,
And unoorroded by thc nrst of years.

About

local daily and weekly newspapers outside the metropolitan
district. In a broad way you can define them as a "great
bulwark of our Democratic way of life.' He referred to
what is being generally called "small business." and linked
'the small town newspaper with other forms of small business in this age of big business,'' and he went on to shove
that the local newspapers not only stood up under the keenest
sort of competition from the big metropolitan dailies, but

Faith is a layered brishusin in du lout
A shaft wt there to point the way to heaven,
And carved upon it is a lettered wroll,
Its words msraculously gives
To pods the traveler on his shining way
Upon the road today.

They Won't Vote Against It

since we came to Fulton, and mind you, we have heard an
awful lot of speeches.

told that efforts have been made in the past to bring county
-leaders together to re-evaluate county property to bring additional reyenue into district funds for education. But there

Mrs. Va.
of last w61
son.
Mrs Edi
day of las
Hicks.
Dan Cc
school afte
this past

rAITH takes on the look of Over thinp:
A shimmering Nth al night arrow
the sea,
The paints of scars,the silver tips of wings,
The ?shim, still luminosity
Of pbled rooftops when thc moon shines
,14'"
The streets of any town.

s'
,which --see.'e., comes from id est, and means "that
is."
ibid., comes from bidern, and means "in
the same
place."

It was a pity more people were not at the High School
auditorium on Tuesday night. There was a goodly crowd

brighter; the any alternative would be to rectify the conditions from the district's standpoint. That would mean conrerted action by leaders in Fulton County, but from a postmeeting discussion with such fine folks as Ward Johnson.

vraceNoll Crowell

q.,y., corrift_frommuocLviver and-titean

-The &oil/ Goes Ronnel and Rona
....

Frida3
•

WES'

Ask any lawyer, doctor or scientist and he will
tell
you that the original practice of mediaeval
times of keeping
works of learning in Latin has filled his
terminology with
latin phrases and symbols to this good
day.
Viz., e. g.,
e., ibid and cit. are common abbreviations
which we have often seen in common
usage ourselves, and
the other day we ran across the
translation of them, which
we pass on:
Viz., comes from videlicet and means 'namely."
e. g., comes from exampli gratia, and means
"for example.''

There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart young like
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

Pending in the legislature are three bills that would tend to
alleviate the situation, and they have as much chance of
becoming law as the proverbial snowball. Any legislation
enacted state-wise would help little to make the situation
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Viz., e.g., et al...

CLUB

For Little Boys

GAIYIE FISH

TOM SAWYER CLOTHES

FOR THEIR PONDS.

Sizes 3 to Lt
rt.fais PAN TAILORED

.1olui Potter McClintock,
GAME WARDEN AT CLINTON
State length, Aidth, depth and

eOlors.

cheeks and plaids.

are entitled to

Write

suede; solid

Sises 9-20

CLOTHES
Sixes 3 to 12. Exclusive with us.
JACK and JELL TOGS
Sizes 1-4; 3-8. Exclusive with us.
AMERICAN BOY CLOTHES

auras JENKINS

HATS

(Ex-

clusive with us/.

$24.98 to $29.98

BARBARA BLAKE
Hand

finished

and

tailored Sults. All

hand
Virgin

Wool. Sizes 9-15.

age of pond, and what kind of
fish are in pond at present, if
SAY.

THE LEADER STORL
432 Lake

Street

Fulton

..immunieWINIIIImessuanneunsocnanweetrantorermanum

2, 1948

•
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WEST STATE LINE

Mrs. Carlie Bowers spent Thursday with her daughter, Mrs. HillMrs. Edgar Grissom
Mrs. Vance Hicks spent Tuesday man Collier and -family.
Little Susan Stokes of Jackson,
of last w6hlt with Mrs. Sam AnderMiss. who is visiting her grand parson.
Mrs Edgar Grissom spent Tues- crag, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell
day of last week with _Mrs. Vance was badly- burned Thursday night
Hicks.
when she fell on the register to the
Dan Collier has returned to furnace.
school after being out with mumps
There were nine attending the
this past week.
prayer meeting Saturday night at

*well

Kentucky's National 4-H Winners in 1947

Ask your Recruiting Sergeant a- I Learn to fly, join the Aviation
bout the sp,ecial deal offered you if Cadets and win your wings plus a
you have served with any of the commission as Second Lieutenant in
Armed Forces overseas since Sep- the US Air Force Reserve.

co Noucrio7,5,
EASLEY Er
HARDY

DR.Quiz

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING RE QUIRES THE HOST F000,iN PROPORTiON
BA
H FI
Ty
TO ITS waei0

Treat Your Farm Machinery to the BestI
Jewell Deene Ellis

Mildred Ann
Gorbendt

R. PUP
C. BIRO
D. FISH
-

;Fr rait-

'James Fehr

Frwo

ot Kentucky's state winners In 1947 recetved national and one
1 sectional honors for superior records of achievement In their respective 1-H awards programs. The national winners, 4-H programs in
which they won top ratings, awards and donors are:

ee,

ray

usE IN

Our stock of Internan,u,s1 Harvester
Service Parts is back to normal now—
we have the parts you need to put
your tractor and farm equipment in
A-1 shape. Remember, IH Pans fit
closer and km longer.

SERVICE
PARTS

11111111111111•1114
SIONMIll

PAUL NNW% IMPLEMENT CO.
PHONE 16

e so high that
st operate at
be on safe
is argued, a
sion could be
an in the old
bicycle that
nain upright.

Light Wines
and Gins
11P-41C

rs

7ommerce last
S. citizens in
pillions more
at the extra
ittle more in
Prices were

FULTON

•

Myrick's Liquors

a patient at

Depot Street

CAREFUL ATTENTION
When you drive ht at POLSGROVE you can depend on us to
check your car carefully and accurately. We make -it our
pusiness to keep your auto in first-class shape, and to make
every customer a satisfied one.
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

POLSGROVE
MAYFIELD HIGHIVAY

FULTON, KY.

BROADBENT
HYBRID
SEED CORN

1414111111111WIIMPIIINU

NOW
I
IN ST°CI(

Service
Station

Come in and place your order while your
favorite variety and grade-size is available.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

•

Jewell Deene Ellis, Gravel Switch, 4-11 Clothing Achievement,
$200.00 college scholarship; The Spool Cotton Co.
Mildred Ann Gorbandt, Crestwood, 4-H Girls' Record, $200.00
college scholarship; Montgomery Ward.
A sectional award was won by James Fehr, Cold Spring, in 4-H
Soil Conservation, who received a trip to Chicago 4-H Club Congress provided by Firestone.
All these national 4-H awards programs were conducted under the sup
ervision of the Extension Service and are being continued in 1948.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lon
Moore. There were twenty attending on Sunda yat the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Julius Fulcher and as usual Rev. Baird preached two very
fine sermons.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom attended church Sunday night at the
South Fulton Baptist church.

WHAT-NO CURLS!
WOMAN ASSAILS
HOME BEAUTY BILL

A bill now before the Kentucky
legislature, to prohibit the sale of
ROCK SPRINGS
home beauty aidt, is the type of
Mrp. John McClanahan spent class legislation' that slaps at our
Wedrfesday with her sister, Mrs. ideals of democracy, Mrs. Ruth GilGeorge Fortner of near Croley.
bert, Secretary of the Kentucky
Misses Marie, Narie and Gladys Retail Merchants, said today.
Moore visited Mr. and Mrs. Bob
It works a hardship on the womVeatch and family for awhile Sun- en in the rural areas where profesday afternoon.
sional beauty shops are not easily
Mr. and Mrs. Bernice Patrick and accessible, and on women whose inLuther Veatch visited Johnny and comes do not provide for professionMarshall Moore Sunday.
el beauty shop services, Mrs. Gilbert
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore and pointed out.
Miss Ina Bellew attended the fu"From an economic angle it will
neral of Miss Sybil Williams Sun take away thousands
of dollars of
day at Oak Grove.
trade volume from Kentucky merMiss Ra.,..thel Hardison spent Tues- chants. and put it in the
hands of
day afternoon with Mrs. Nora mail -order operators
outside the
Copelen.
state. The bill may be directed at
Mrs. Lizzie Conner anl Mary Eliz- the big city drug stores, but many
abeth visited Friday with Mrs. Net- small merchants all over the
state
tie Lee Copelen at Haws Hospital. will feel the financial effects of this
Martha Kay Copelen and Sandra bill Lilt-show:I naqs," concuded Mrs.
Hale spent Thursday night With Mr. Gilbert.
and Mrs. A. - E. Green.
Mrs. Gilbert's remarks were directed at H.B.248 which. was introPIL.OT OAK
duced into the legislature by Representative
Walter
Coleman of
Mrs. Mary Collins
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates took Louisville. The bill would prohibit
Sunday dinner with her brother, the sale or advertisement for sale
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Horn in May- of any device or material to be used
for the purpose of applying a perm
field.
Mr. and Mrs. Barkley Parrish, anent wave by the purchased in her
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Lowry and own home or by other than a qualiRichard, Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Gos- 'fled beauty specialist.
sum and boys took supper TuesThe bill has the support of the
day night with Mr. and Mrs. B. G. beauticians organizations.
left
Parrish
Mrs.
Mr.'
and
A similiar bill was passed in
Lnwry.
Wednesday morning for their home Florida recently and is reported to
in Tampa, Fla., Mr. and Mrs. 011in be headed for a court battle.
Willis accompanied them home for
a visit.
Mrs. Edith Yates and Mrs. Allene Lowry visited Mrs. Mary Collins and Mrs. Lela Bushart Thurs
day.
Mrs. Ira Rains. Mrs. Esta Moore
visited Mrs. Lela Bushart Friday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Deward Wilson and
Ulean and Mrs. Edith-Yates visited
Something new has been added,,
Mrs. Ira Rains Thursday evening. in the promotion of milk as nature's I
A crowd of boys and girls en- most nearly perfect food.
Paul Gibson, the
joyed a weiner roast given at the
well-known
home'of Quitman Casey with Betty commentator on CBS, has a dairy
enjoying
Those
Casey.
Peggy
show,
for
a
and
Chicago distributor. IL..
their hospitality were: Barbara wanted to knovi what milk actualHarper, Carolyn Works, Charles ly contained's° he &Mid advise his
Vincent, Bobby McClain, Ted Brad- radio public (in five mid-western
ley. Jimmie Yates, Gene Murphy, states).
U. L. Frields, Will Edd Moore, How:
The department of nutrition servard Crittenden, Glen Suiter and Jr. ices ot the National Dairy Council
Casey.
provided him with the answer.
Alvis Steele has been on the sick
Believe it or not, milk contains 6¢
list the past week. He is feeling known nutrients. There are probabwriting.
ly more, such as the X factor which
much better at this
Larry Gossum, youngest son of will have to be catalogued later.
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Gossum underThe 66 known nutrients ihclude
went a tonsil operation Monday at 11 essential amino acids, 1 carbohythe Fulton Hospital. He is getting a- drate, 17 fatty acids, 21 minerals,
long nicely. Mr. and Mrs. Bernal and 16 vitaroins--a whol laboraLowry, Mr. Marshall Lowry, Rich- tory full of food, and it s
good
ard Lwory and Naomi Williams, drinking.
Mrs. Ira Rains:Mrs. Mary Collins
and Mrs. Allene Lowry, Mrs. Edna
Waggoner were Tuesday afternoon
visitors.
Misses Martha Casey and Helen
Crittenden attended the Basket Ball
Tournament at Mayfield and visited
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Williams.
Jack Olive returned home Sunday
morning after making a business
trip to OklahOma.
Mrs. Louise Olive and Mrs. Evelyn Melton went to Mayfield Friday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Rhodes went
to Fulton Saturday.
Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum and LarNEW
ry and Mrs. Allene Lowry went to
Mayfield Friday afternoon, Allene
PE.RFORMANCE
took her sewing lesson.
Here, we offer fast, highgrade
Three years enlistees may choose
overseas servcie in Japan, Korea, repair service at moderate prices.
the Pacific Isles, Panama, the CariNo matter what make or model
bean, Alaska or they may choose
of radio you own, or what its
any of the five famous Far Eastern
divisions and draw 20 per cent expresent condition is, we can make
tra pay for overseas service.
it sing again, like new. You will
find it pays to have us do your

*tit

WHAT PART OF THE U.S WAS
PURCHASED FROM A DICTATOR
C. LOUISIANA TER.
A.TEXAS
D. •NOIAN TER.& PH+LIPPINES

.145

CUM= UM

There's no question about it; Bird, Old McDonald and Louisiana /Territory answer the above questions . . . . and the
QUICK SERVICE LAUNDERAI,L offers the most dependable way of laundering ... the Launderall way.

QUICK SERVICE
LAUNDERALL
156 WEST STATE L1NE•FULTON,KY.

'MY DRESSES
STAY SO NEW, MOMMY!'

'NATURE'S PERFECT
FOOD' CONTAINS 66
KNOWN NUTRIENTS

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

The modern, safe, sanitary laundering methods
we use are actually kinder to your clothes than
old-fashioned home washdays. That's why colors
stay bright; your household linens sparkle with
cleanliness. You too, can enjoy the convenience
and efficiency of a good laundry service. Just call
14 now.

PARISIA-N
Laundry & Cleaners

THE PERFECT
THIRST-QUENCHER

Watches
Clocks
and
Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

205 Commercial Ave.

-age'

"I'm thirsty" is heard from the children in every
household. Good providers answer the call with
the familiar bottle of FULTON PURE milk—a between-meal treat for youngsters and grown-ups
alike. FULTON PURE milk is the perfect thirstquencher for all occasions--with health tn every

radio work.

CITY
Electric Co.

•

Vile °OLD GRADS'ARE
SINGING
A. CAROLINA MOON)
IS. OLD MEDONALD
C. THREE LITTLE KiTTENS

•

delicious sip. Order from FULTON PURE milk today.

. Fulton Pure Milk Co.

I
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The Woman's Page
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

PHONE 926

Mr. Williams and Mr. Lurwick Are Honorees
At Several Informal Parties During Visit
Miss Mayme Bennett and Mrs. Hazel Scruggs were the gracious
hostesses to an informal reception at their home on Monday night following the Joseph Williams concert at the Woman's Club to have the
close friends and sponsors of the recital meet Mr. Williams and his accompanist Mr. Galen Lurwick.
The lovely Bennett home on Carr street was handsomely dec•
orated with a profusion of early spring, blossoms placed around the
rooms.
The guests were greeted by Miss of Dyersburg and Mrs. Everett AmBennett and Mrs. Scruggs and were ! is of Memphis: Mrs. G. J. Willingassisted in reeeiving their guests by , ham and Mrs. E. P. Parsons of ChiMrs. Joe Bennett Jr., Mrs. Hendon t cago.
During his united stay here Mr.
Wright. Mrs. M. W.-Haws and Miss
'Williams was entertained at several
Martha Smith.
From a strikingly decorated table,!other informal parties. On Sunday
in the dining-room overlaid wan !night, the day of his arrival, a faman imported lace cloth, the guests ily dinner was held at the Bennett
were served punch and hors'd'- home. Guests for the occasion were
Mr.
and
oeuvres by Mrs. Ann Hornbealt, • Mrs. M. W. Haws
Mrs. Frank Beadles, Mrs. George and Mrs. Harry Smith of TiptonMessrs.
afternoon
Tuesday
Doyle. The table held as a center- ville. On
piece a hugh bowl of early spring Williarns and Lurwick and Miss
Bennett drove to Tiptonville to be
flowers.
Out-of-town guests attending •the• the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
reception were: Mr. and Mrs. Ed Smith of the city. On Tuesday eveCritchlow, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Cox, ning Miss nennett entertained her
Mr. and Mrs. Gus White and Mr. friends who had assisted in enand Mrs. Harold Evans all of Union tertaining Mr. Williams. with an inCity; Mr. and. Mrs. Harry L. Wells formal buffet' supper.

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Page Celebrate
Golden Wedding Anniversary Sunday

Kathryn Adams as winner.
Lunch was served at the noon
hour.
Immediately after lunch Mrs.
Harvey Bondurant gave the major
project "Window Treatment" she
certainly did a splendid job in
bringing the club this lesson. She
also gave the spring lesson on
"clothing" with some very good
helpful hints.
The club had another auction sale
with Mrs. Charles Adams acting as
auctioneer. Then Mrs. Adams led
the group in singing Lock Lomon
and adjourned to meet on April 13
with Mrs. Clem Atwill when we will
have our first lesson on "foods.''

Mrs. Jeff Harrison has been admitted to Haws Hospital.
R. 13. Thompson is a patientHaws Hospital.

at

-CRO-SERY-

Mrs.--PhilliPs Hostess
To Brush Party Tuesday
Mrs. Charles Phillips was hostess
to a Brush Party at her home on 5th
street Tuesday evening, March 9.
Mrs. F. W. Madding, Better Brush
Representative in this territory.
demonstrated different types of
brushes to the guests. She gave
vegetable breshes, lipstick tissues.
eyebrow brushes and needle threaders to those present. The hostess roceived a set of paring knives.
Bingo was plaeed during the evening with Mrs. Charles Phillips receiving first prize. Mrs. Robert
Howell 2nd prize and Miss Mary
Alice Clark 3rd prize..
The hostess served fruit ca.-Atli!:
cake and coca-colas to those present.

TownrPTopics

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Page celebrat- t During the. afternoon 175 friends
ed their Golden Wedding Anniver and neighbors called. The guests
sary Sunday February 29th' with were greeted by Mrs. Martin Moon
open house at their home east of and were asked to register. Mrs.
Lola Howard presided at the registown.
The house was a scene of beauty ter. The guests were then invited
with arrangements of colorful cut into the dining room by Mrs. Wilflowers and pot plants which were ham R. Johnson where punch and
cakes were served from a la.ce drapgifts of friends and local florists.
Mrs. Page was very attractive in ed table Centered with a beautiful
a Spring model of powder blue three tiered wedding cake topped
crepe with a corsage of deep purple with a minature bride and bride
groom.-Oold candles in crystal holdiris tied with gold ribbon.
At noon a delicious dinner was ers cast a soft glow over the scene.
served to about 85 relatives and Assisting Mrs. Joe Page in serving
close freinds from Detroit. Mem- were Mrs. Harve Martin of Paducah
phis, Paducah, Mayfield, Murray, and Miss Irene Faris of Hickman.
Hickman, and Union City.
The guests enjoyed a musical
The roeenr. ass served on the
given by Mrs. Glenda11
,un porch and seated at the table programof
Murray, Charles Baugh
Peaves
and
with the honoree's were Mr.
Murray and
and nepMrs. E. P. Lawrence who recently e` ws of Mr. two nieces
Page. Mrs. Reaves is
celebrated their golden wedding an- hniversary, Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Page,la talented musician .and_plays _both
the piano and mirimba.
of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Page
Mr. and Mrs. Page received many
of Detroit, and an only uncle, John
Johnson and his daughter, Miss Ma- lovely gifts and over a hundred
ry Johnson both of Mayfield. One cards. The News wishes them many
son, Julius Page Of Detroit, was un- !more happy years together.
able to attend.

Urban Casual

Quiet Grandeur

Mrs. Clanton Meacham, Mrs. L.O.
Bradford and Dudley Morris spert
Wednesday in Milan and Jacsson.
Tenn.
Glenn Weatherspoon of Lexington, Ky., has returned home after
spending the week end with his
mother Mrs. Lera Weatherspoon
Mrs. Weatherspoon accompanied
him home.
Frank Cequin spent Wednesday
and Thursday with his family' in
Huntingdon, Tenn.

A discreet leek fired with great interest is this ensemble featuring varying
shades of a single color, modelled by
sultry Jane Greer who co-stars with
Robert Mitchum in RKORasho's "Out
Of The Past." The dress has long
sleeves, a high neck, and is an excellent
sophisticated silhouette
basic with
that makes it • flawless ground for
jewels and accessories. The tone 13 a
warm garnet all over, including basque
belt and fined jersey wool snood.
Shoulder bag, suede gloves and shoes
are red brown. Miss Greer's handsonle
necklace and eurings tre in pink gold
set with garnets.

An excellent little cloth dress that
you wear and wear and never tire ol
v..earing because its unassuming mann,:
is its greatest fashion asset, its tailored
look, its greatest virtue. Above, the
delicate beauty of Loretta Young is off.
set by the polished chic of her dress,
adorning her in Samuel GoldwynW
latest hit, "The Bishop's Wife," an
RK0 radio release in which she co-stars
with Cary Grant and David Niven.
One-piece, with a two-part look, its
skirt is a slim navy wool secured to a
trim bodice of fragile pink woOI trash
dolmas sleeves, rounded lapels and
double collar. Buttons are pseudogems and belt is navy kaiser

'Ira. Harvey Bondurant
Is County 4-H Leader

Cooking with a Crosley h so easy bad
fast it's almost automatic: Ste As
new Croaky Electric Rents today.

$259.95
Universal Electric Ranges
$295.00
Immediate Delivery At

WILLIAMS HDWE. CO:

Mrs. J. V. Webb, who has been
a patient in Jones Hospital has reFulton
Ith Street
turned
to her home on McDowell
Mrs. Foster Edwards spent Sunof Rush street and is doing nicely.
Bondurant
Mrs.
Harvey
day in Hopkinsville.
Creek Club was elected County 4-H
at the training schooL,
Mrs. Mose Homra is ill at her Club leader
held in the Cayce Home $sonomies
home on Norman street.
room, recently. There wfre eigh1 t;
seven juniors and elevMrs. Jim Hutcherson has return& te._n leaders,
en seniors, present. Miss Lyda Suthfrom severaldays visit in Mayfield. erlanit----field agent in chats - work
the University of Kentucky,
Mrs. Clarice Thorpe and MI'S. from
gine school on clothing.
Winfred Shepherd spent Tuesday in conducted
housekeeping and judging.
Paducah on business.
Plans for beginning the sewing
Make
projeY:t immediately and finishing
Buy a set of Sterling Silver
Mrs. Gus Bard is ill at her horn, them before Spring Rally, the mid
on Carr street.
dle of May, were dtscussed.
Your own Price. Come in and Register
Mrs. Frank Henry Hostess Mrs. G. E. Fain of St. Louis is
Thursday Bridge Club
Your offer NOW.
the guest gf her father, R. A. Gwen
To Homemakers
Club Thursday Evening
and sister. Mrs. Monroe Ltither
Meets With Mrs. Jones
HIGHEST OFFER GETS THE SET.
The Rush Creek Homemakers Mrs. Don Hill.
Mrs. Stanlej• Jones entertained
Miss Jones Entertains
the Thursday night bridge club at held an all day meriting Tuesday in
_
hostas
was
LexJones
Id
Page
Miss,„Dessie
Mrs.,Jernes
Mr. and
the how of Mrs. Frank Heiggy.
her home on Walnut street.
weitgk' end Thursday night to her bridge 0110.
ington, Kv..
One guest, Mrs. Joe Treas, -as
Two tables of •regular members
The
was
meeting
calted
US
order
with
her.mothei. Mrs. Lera Weathregincluded in the three tables of
enjoyed games of contracl dur:lig
1-,y the president, Mrs. W. H. Har- erspoon.
ular members At the conClusion of rison. The devotional was read by
•
evening.
the
the games Miss Martha Moore re- Miss Kathryn Adams with the group
After several progressions NI
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Baldridge are
ceived high score pi ize and Mrs. repeating the Lord's Prayer in uni- attending a convention in Nei.v Yorl: Tommy Nell Gates wps awardtd
Morgan Omar, Jr., low.
high score prize and Miss Maiy 6
s3n. The thought for the month City.
The hostess served a party plate;"Salutation of the Dawn' was read
Anderson received bridge bingo
at the close of the garnes.•Members 4 Mrs. 'Thanald Mabry. Minutes
Wednesprize.
spent
Boyd
Mrs. Wilmon
playing v.Tere Mesdames J. L. Jones, were read and approved of the last day afternoon in Mayfield.
Following the games -a lovely
Jr., Fred Homra, Morgan Omar, Jr., meeting by the secretary. The roll
• ad plate was served to Mesdamcs
Clyde Wiiliams, Jr. Clyde Hill, Jr., rail was answered by 14 members
Joseph Williams and Galen Lur- Ardell Sams, Howard Strange. GerMisses Moore, Andy DeMyer, Mary the agent and . 3 visitors, Mrs. wick left Wednesday for New York ald Rachel and Misses Lliy B. Al- s.
Horara, Charlene Martin, Nell War- Blanche Williams, Mrs. Charles where he will appear on the Tbwn len, Mary Anderson. Tommy Nell T. ren and Ann Godfrey.
41441•4011••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
F.verett and Mrs. Otha Wagster. Hall Radio Program.
Gates, and Adolphus Latta.
• Mrs. Wagster was a new member
—
—
AP"'
for
added to our club which we are
Ira Little, who has been ill
Betty Bowen Surprised
very glad to have. Reports were several weeks is improving.
With Party on Birthday taken and Mrs. Clint Workman had
John Austin who attends 56urMrs. F.. R. Bowen surprised her charge of the landscape lesson. Just
daughter, -&tty, with a 6 o'clock before lunch Mrs. Charles Adams ray State college spent the week
supper and theater party on her led the group in playing a game end with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
12th birthday Friday at their home "The State Flower Quiz," with Miss Allen Austin on Eddings street.
on Central avenue.
A .-olor scheme of white and green
was -used in the decoration- A de"lectable supper was served to
Betty and her guests before attending the theatre. Favors of
small white cellephane bags of
candy was given each guest.
Those attending were Betty Sue
Schwerdt, Shriley Lee Cornu. Annett Williams, Sylvia Ashby, Janie
Sue Vowel]. Ann Voegeli, Thelma
Carroll Counce, Peggy Adams, Ann
and Kay Bowen, and Sue and Di I
ane Palmer.
f)
Dobbs swaggering comma/
Myra Ann Moss was an invited
guest but was unable to attend.
that folds into four different hats! All colors, all
Mrs. H. Carr Hostess
headsizes, dn softest fur
To Tuesday Bridge Club
felt, just
8.95*
Mrs. Herbert Carr was gracious
r
slightly
Light
•
colors
hostess to the Tuesday afternoon
bridge club at her horne on Second
street.
FISK
Three guests. Mrs. Ann WhitnelMaddox
Hornbeak, Mrs. Harvey
and Mrs. Ben Evans, were included
HATS
in the two tables of members.
After several progressions of
contrart Mrs. L. O. Bradford received high score prize for the members and Mrs. Harvey Maddox
guest high.
At the close of the games the
hostess served a sandwich plate.
A side-poised, up-shooting bonnet . .. as symbolMembers playine were Mesdames
T. M. Franklin. J. E. Fall Sr.. Joe
of Spring romance as the roses and violets
ic
Davis, L. O. Bradford and Clanton
upon it. In two shades of straw with a
banked
Meacham.

-CHANCE OF A LIFETIME

FINAL DATE MARCH 20

...do your dzaing in

Cross Country

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Palestine Homemakers will
meet, March 19th at the Community
Center.
The lesson will be on "Window
Treatment."
Hosterces will be Mrs. Harvey
Pewitt, Mrs. Leslie Nugent, J.
Lawrence, Mrs. E. O. Deweele,
Mrs. Lon Brown"

floaty veil ... a hat designed to cause comment.
Our Spring collection is priced . .
395 and up

K. Homra
312 Lake

Fulton

Clarice Shop
Dresses --- Coats — Suits
344111 IlLikIN 8T.
-111ETSir
Atews-T171

PHONE 2415
k

t S.gi
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it plw2e a snapshot picture on the
side of the jar put the name of the
store where you would like to have
the jar placed. Send this with your
nice picture of your Child to Marian
Maxfield at 198 Third St. .
The jars will be placed in the
various stores to solicit votes at
ono cent a vote. The votes will be
counted and the ratings placed on a
score sheet on the window. Russell
Pitchford, president of the Cof C
will be on hand on the last night
of the show to crown the king and
queen of Tolland, the prince and
princess and the duke and duchess.
Phone Mrs. V. E. McAllister at 732
for further information.
Cast of the show is headed by
Mrs, Charlene Martin, who plays
the part of Elviry Judkins, a cross,
crabby, hilly billy housewife who
rules her family and the community with an iron hand. Sue, her pretty daughter, Miss Mary Jeanne Linton, and Elmer, Ted Goodwin, her
son, and her poor hen pecked husband, Neal Looney all .come under
her domination as does poor old
Aunt Bessie. Aunt Bessie has lost
her pet bear, Buster and her broken

ieen adient

:••••

To Direct Show

At

. CO.

-CLASSIFIED ADS

Mrs. L. Parker,.impressario of the
famous Hill-Billy Shows who will
direct "Cornzapoppin" for the Junior Woman's Club to raise funds
for their clubhouse improvement

fund. The show will be presented at
the Woman's Club on Thursday and
Friday nights, March 18 and 19.
Tickets for the event are now on
sale by members of the club.

'CORNZAPOPPIN'TO BE PRESENTED BY JUNIOR
WOMAN'S CLUB NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Mrs. L. Parkei arrived in town to see. The Junior Woman's Club
this week to help the Junior Wom - have given Mrs. Parker an exr2ellent
an's Club in their presentation of cast. She says that not often does a
the Hill-Billy Home Talent Show director get as much talent in one
"Cornzapoppin" Cornzapoppin"
show. Jack Foy is co-operating
the vim type of Hill Billy show by givnig his time and experien.?e
and as it is set up to be put on and his entertainers from his radio
by the Junior Woman s Club prom- program on Station WNGO.
ises to be a screamingly funny show I As part of the publicity on the
that should make the sides of the tshow !Cornzapoppin" uses a Baby
Woman's Club building shake with Popularity Contest and the mothers
the laughter of the critsvds when it isf Fulton are invited to enter then
is presented there next Thursday ,
hildren for the grand prizes that
and Friday nights, March 18 ,md 19. will be awarded. All children under
. Mrs Parker was raised in the hills rchool age are eligible and each
of the Ozarks and says that Ken- mother is invited to fix a jar, quart
tucky is famous for its Hill Billies, olass or coffee jar, with a slot in
but the Missouri is famous for the tin lid. Wrap this jar in gift
"showin." and that her showin'
paper or crepe paper and if you have
Cornzapoppin -is to be something

Thirty rats eat and waste enough
dairy ration to feed a cow for a
year; the job is to keep the rat
out of the ration.

GET OUR HIGH-QUALITY SEEDS
CLOVERS...
White, Dutch, Ladino, Red, Alsike,
and Sweet
GRASSES ...
Bluegrass, Red Top, Timothy, Rye,
Orchard and Kentucky Fescue
ALFALFA
CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS
Listen to our program over W.E.N.K.
Monday Thru Friday, 6:30 p. m.
FOR DETAILS OF OUR BIG CONTEST!
Just Received:
ALUMINUM ROOFING
FERTILIZER, BARBED WIRE, PHOSPHATE

.C.Butts& Sons
East State Line, Fulton

Phone 202-J

U S• ROYAL]475

, Rts

600 x 16; INCLUDING TAX:

U.S• ROYAL
UBES

295

600 x 16; INCLUDING TAX:

$42.95

BATTERY HOME RADIOS ,

Reg. 54725 Sets; 5 Tubes, Complete With Batteries

CHILDRENS METAL ROCKERS

$1.50

Here's Real Saving! Orginally priced $6.95!

1000-HR. RADIO BATTERIES

$6.50

$4.95 IRONING BOARDS

$1.50

FISHING SUPPLIES OF ALL KINDS

estly.- Auto-1'ton
(FORMERLY THE WESTERN AUTO STORE)

Phone 142

202 Lake Street

BABY POPULARITY CONTEST

MISSPELLED WORD CONTEST
Free tickets will be given to the first len
children finding a correct and complete
list of the intentionally misspelled words
on this page. Send list to Mrs. Paul Westpheling in care of the Fulton County
News. Tickets are good for Thursday
Night.

2

YOU CAN MAKE 51,00 A DA-k
and more. It has been done and is
being done. We can prove it.
A book that if studied will teach
you how to bcoome an auctioneer
as well as everything there is to
know about the auction business.
Write for free literature that tells
you complete story.
At present , ve are not selling this
book in Va., Fla., Tenn., and North
Carolina.
HORNEY BROTHERS
LAND AUCTION COMPANY
Wytheville, Va., Dept. B.

.
Specials This Weekend

Now Is The Time To Sow
Your Spring Pasture

owl
• ais
vday.

tangos

her glasses and Henry and Sue's
boy friend Bob Sandrock, played
by Eugene Pigue, play a trick on
FOR SALE: Electric Brooder, Iron
Aunt Bessie by doubling for Buster.
Bobby Snow is also interested in bedstead and springs, lee Box and
wood range cook stove. Wood
coal,
Sue in his character of Squire
Hicks, the towns lawyer and sher- ard Reese, Box 414, Fulton, Ky.
iff, but Miss Twitty played by Wil- I AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton
ma Jean Harris has other ideas for I Paint and Glass Co., 210 Church
the Squire and proceeds to make up
FOR SALE: Registered Hereford
to him in a mariner followed by
other leap year old maids. Linney male. Eight months old. Louis KimPearl. Miss Jean Holland, collects bro. Nine miles north of Fulton on
mountain tunes and rocks and it is Highway 51.
in her collection of mountain tunes that the musical numbers of the
show come. All signs koint to a
laugh riot showin of "Cornzapoppin" on next Thursday and Friday
„.
niXhts at the Woman's Club,_
The Jtmior Woman's Club have
they
earmarked the money that
make on the show to go for new,
club
needed equipment for the
horne.

Under Personel Direction of Mrs. L. Parker

Prizes will be awarded to the high boy
and girl in the Baby Popularity Contest
on the stage at the Friday night show.
Prizes donated by Anderson Jewelry Store
and Graham Studio. Watch for window
at Baldridge's Variety store. To enter your
child Call Miss Marion Maxfield 43.
Sponsored by The Junier Womens Club
For Equipment for the Club Home
1.111IMMINIMIM

AIRUNE GAS tO. Of FULTON
Cooking — Heating — Refregeration With Gas
Tappan Ranges, Bryant Water Heater, Servel Refr

DALLAS PRODUCE CO.
Wholesele Prodeuce

BOAZ & HESTER

Fulton, Ky.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
Elviry
Sue
Maxie Mae
Linney Pearl

Charlene Martin
Mary Jean Linton
Charlette Wiseman
Jean Holland

iffiss Twitty
Aunt Bessie
Squire Vicks
Bob
Henry
Elmer

Wilma Harris
Marion Maxfield
Bobby Snow
Eugene Pigue
Jack Snow
Ted Goodwin

SCOTT'S FLORAL
LITTLf MOTOR (0.

SHOPPE
It isn't too early to order
Easter Flowers!
Phone 20-J Member F.T.D.

BUY TICKETS
TODAY

-

BOB WHITE MOTOR
CO.
BUICKS
Fulton, ICy.

BENNETT ELEC.

L. KASNOW

See us for your needs.
Sales -- Servece
Phone 201

Merry Christmes
and
Happy New Year

ENTER YOUR BABY

BERTS SHOE STORE

IN THE
POPULARITY CONTEST

X-ray Shoe Fitting
209 Main St.

FULTON PURE MILK
CO.

BUY TICKETS

You can whip our cream
but you can't beat our milk
Phone 813-J

TODAY

,0111111=11111•1

PliCe:' ANIS .50 &.10 Fed Tax AO
tigt*Pin'

.

THURSDAY and FRIDAY ,

Children .25 &.05 Fed Tax 4,30
Marehlti Ala 19
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Mrs. A. M. Browder spent Saturday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Boyd Browder in Union City.
(Too late for last week)
Mrs. Elmer Hixon and daughte,
Mr. and Mrs. Caldwell- returned of Lexington are visiting her parJackson,
ents,
Wednesday frOM
Miss.,
Mr .and Mrs. Clyde Btirnette
Mr. and Mrs. Lon Brown spent
and were accompanied honae by
Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. William
their grand daughter, Susan Stokes. McClanahan
and daughter. Joan.
Don Collier is out of school with Afternoon
visitors were Mr. and
mumps.
Mrs. Gus Browder.
Little Gene Hardy, son of Mr.
'ahd Mrs. Wilbur Hardy will under- '
go an operation at the Fuller-Gilliam Hospital in Mayfield Friday.
Mac Pewitt returned home Tuesday from a weeks visit to Paul
Pewitt in Longview, Texas.

PALESTINE

ROUTE THREE •

ROMS

KY

YOl/R it/RTHSWII
v
E
Of CUltUIG AND ITS MIANINC

FEBRUARY- THE AMETHYST
=
W/THOuT TELESCOPES, ANcIENT
- EGYPTIANSmAPPED77-iESTARS
tellf
ACCURATELK DEDUCING HUMAN DESTINY FROM THE ZODiACAL SIGNS.SYMBOL/ZED
LATER BYJEwELS- OUR
BIRTHSToNES.

2
/,
i
(I
/.
,
,,i
1
.,/,,,
FEBRUARY,i'BIRTHSTONE,THE
NOBLE AMETHYST;OFMLEST V
- "4111 fil
/
Y/OLEr 70 DEEPEST RuRRLE,REPRESENTS cHRISrS sACR/F/cE. ,y/
1
ADoRmsBisHops'Rwc,s AND * I
'•::::',,,,..
/
i'
CEREMON/AL GOBLErs:
.
te
'SA'

4„1

Miss 51artha Williams
(Too late for last week/
Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Cole and
Mr. and Mrs. John Jones visited
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Williams
7
Sunday.
Get cash to pay
FEBRUARY PEOPLE INCLUDE MANYFAMOUS ORGANMr. and Mrs. Elmo .Foster and
son, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster and
/SERS,WRITERS,SCIENCE-RESEARCHERS,POZITICIANS.
Your taxes qUick
Carl Foster spent Thursday with
THE AMETHYST. A TRUL Y
Mr. and Mrs. Moose Foster and
Let Bill Dollar
sdn.
ROYAL GEM,FEATURED //./
Mrs. Lola Mae Foster will be gkl
Do the trick
ENGLAND'S CORONAT/ON 1
to see a pretty wash day so she' atiSERI/ICE, WAS FAVORED BY
try out her new Maytag machi e
a
that she purchased recently.
CATHER/NETHEGREATAA/D QUEEN
ftionsly phone <red tell us how much
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sullivan visitCHARLOTTE.
yer need. VS* can probably hove
ed Mr. and Mrs: B. H.. Lowry and
tbe money mealy by the time you lie
Richard Sunday.
how. You11 14he our friendly con11Those attending the ball game at
ehnsItal service.
Cayce Friday night between Cayce
and Cuba were the following: Miss
ACCORDING TO ANCIENT TRol Martha Williams, Richard Lowry,
0/770N,THE AMETHYST CONNaomi and Billy Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. Cloy Yates and sons, Mr. and
FERS uPON ITS WEARER
Mrs. Bubber Foster and sons, and
SINCER/ryAND PEACE
Jimmie Starks.
OFMtND. j
Mrs. Mildred Erwin, Mrs. Ivess
Lowry and Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Low
,
11 194,7
Copy-44;9
ry attended the funeral of Mr. Vodie Austin in Pilot Oak Wednesday.
Marion Jones and son, Jimmie
celebrated a birthday supper Friday
night. Those attending were Mr.
and Mrs. Oila Forester, Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Foster Mr. and Mrs. J.
T. Hedge, Ronnie and Linda Hedge
and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Butler.
One of the most progressive or
Miss Betty Lou Foster entertained Harold Wallace with a party ganizations in the state is the Committee
for Kentucky. We reprint Palestine Homemakers
Fridav night.
•
I Aunt Mollie Brann remains about here its educational program, which
has
the
endorsement of Boswell B. Mourn Mrs. John Wade
I the same.
. Palestine Homemakers Club susMiss Martha Williams received a Hodgkin, State Superintendent of
tained a great loss recently in the
I card from Mrs. Zula Foster last Public Instruction.—Eds.
EFFICIENT
1.
Greatly
Increased State Ap- passing of their friend and club
week. She said she enjoyed reading
the News. I hope she's in the best propriations for Teachers Salaries. member, Mrs. John Wade.
PROMPT and
The
average
salarar of all KenMrs. Wade lived her entire life in
of health and can soon visit us all.
Misses Mary Lou and Carolyn Sue tucky teachers wasThpproximately the Palestine community where she,
COURTEOUS SERVICE
McQuire visited Mrs. G. W. Brann, $1,400 for the past school year and with her husband, reared a large
Mr.--and - Mrs:-F.-3.'Branfrarfcrtittle one of every three persons- who-- family-of children. taught in Kentucky that year was
Since her husband's death her
David.Monday night.
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
not legally qualified. This proposal responsibilities have been
heavy but
is designed to secure qualified being of a cheerful
disposition and
teachers of high canter and devo- possessing a sense of
humor she alal•
•
tion for the children of Kentucky. ways looked on
the bright side and
Cagle Plumbing Shop
2. A Fair and Equitable Assess- never burdened
her
associates
with
ment of Property Subject to Taxa- her trials of
life.
tion.
.
As a club member Mrs. Wade atAt present property is assessed tended regularly as long as her
DEEP WELL PUMPS
DIAMONDS
at from 10 and 120 per cent of its health would permit and enjoyed
true value. The purpose of this pro- the work and fellowship of
the
posal is to equalize the burden of members.
AND PIPES
taxation for educational and other
Mrs. Wade will be greatly missed
governmental services.
3. A Minimum School Term of at the Palestine church where she
206 Church St.
9 Months for Every Kentucky ChIld was an active member and in the
JEWEL.ER
community where she lived and
The majority of the rural children
Phone 399
of Kentucky had only an 8 month scattered sunshine among her many
MAIN ST.
FULTON, KY.
friends.
school term the past year. These
For the past several years, Mrs.
children must compete with others
Wade endured her suffering with
who have had an opportunity to patience
and fortitude and retain
spend much more time in school.
We cannot afford to discriminSte ed the same cheerful attitude on
the eve of her departure from this
against our rural children.
life.
4. Authority for Members of State
Palestine Homemakers Club exEducational Boards to Serve Out tends sympathy to her family.
the Terms for Which They Are Appointed Unless Removed for Cause
The accreditment or all state institutions of higher learning will be
408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
jeopardized unless this change is
made in the law. This proposal will
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
eive security of tenure to board
members and will greatly strengthen the administration of our state
colleges and university.
5. Needed and Adequate State
High school seniors in every KenContract Funeral Home for, and Member
of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association,
Appropriations for the State De- tucky county will have an opInc.
partment of Education and Institu- portunity to earn a $2,000 fouryear. all-expense scholarship to the
tions of Higher Learning
Listen To ..pur Radio Program "Moon River"
This wili guarantee better op- University of Kentucky next year.
The University Alumni Associaportunities in the field of higher
every Wednesday night at 8:30 over WENK.
education—where enrollment is in- tion has announced the establishment
of the academic 'award, largcreasing—for our young people. According to the 1940 Federal census est offered by the University, from
us
rIg gmg j
money
contributed to a Loyalty
five of every 100 persons in the U.S.
and only 3 of every 100 persons in Fund campaign.. Nominations are
Kentucky was a colleg graduate now being accepted and it is ex6. Adequate Financial Support pected that the scholarship will be
for Out-of-State Study and Amend- awarded before the opening of the
ment to Permit Out-of-State Study 1948 Fall semester.
Candidates may become eligible,
of Medicine Dentistry and Nursing
The purpose of this proposal is to for the scholarship only through,
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
the
nomination of a bona-fide mem-1
guarantee as nearly as possible
ber of the U. K. Alumni Associaequal
opportunitie
s
for
professional
ON MARTIN HIGHWAY, 45-E
training for all Kentucky youth and tion or of an established alumni
Campus
to supply our state with a greater club, according to the
number of professionally trained Alumni Association or of an esGRINDING AND MIXING OF ALL KINDS
tablished
alumni
club,
according
to
health personnel.
OF FEEDS
7. Provide for Improved Schools
in Rural Areas.
All Kinds Of Feeds and Field Seeds
Of 5,200 unqualified teachers in
Veterinary Service
the state, 4,700 are in county dis—Fertilizers
Wire Fencing
tricts; one-half are in one-room
Day or Night
schools. Shorter school terms, lack
Phone 651
of equipment, etc., all add to the
Phone 807 R
low-standard of rural education in
Or Call 70
Kentucky.

COMMITTEE FOR KENTUCKY MAKES PLANS
FOR IMPROVING EDUCLTION PROGRAM

WATCH

REPAIRING

ee sake

R. M. KIRKLAND

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home

U OF K ALUMNI
SETS UP '2800
SCHOLARSHIPS

PHONE 88

Friday. March 12, 1948

the Campus Alumni Office. Nomi- November. In addition to the presnees may come from outside of the ent scholarship, and others that
'state if they meet the qualifications. may be established in the future,
The award will. be made on the ttie funds will
be used to financo
I basis of high scholastic ability, other alumni-sponsored charitable.
character,
personality, extra-cur- projects.
,
ricular activities and need, alumni officials explained. The recipient
OSTHOFF, George H., 66, Febmust maintain a university academ- ruary 29. He was a retired railway
ic average of 2.0, the equivalent of express messenger.
-B" letter grades, or better. If
Funeral services were held March
the student falls below this aver- 1 at the Paul Hornbeak Funeral
age, the scholarship may be with- Home with the Rev. Bob Covington
drawn.
officiating. Burial was in the GreenThe Loyalty Fund, directed by a lea cemetery.
committee headed by John R. BulHe is survived by his wife, Mrs.
lock. Cincinnati attorney and alum. Katie Burns Osthoff, and one sisnus, has raised nearly $4.000 since ter who makes her home in Chicainitiation of a giving program last go.

i;
‘,loat,iG-k, in the A
,
"14.
,

• And if spring isn't also in your step—if you don't
feel like joining the birdie chorus in a chipper chirp—
well, then, maybe you ought to see a Doctor. Let hirn
look you over and put you in tune with the calendar.
Of course, you'll be sharp enough to heed his experienced counsel. One thing he'll probably tell you is to
bring his prescriptions to us! We'll be glad to serve you.

crry DRUG CO.

I Lti

C. H. McDANIEL, Phar.; Owner
408 Lake St.

'VP

Phones 70, 428

P it

RIP1 Oh'

The Home of

Chili
HICKORY LOG
B A R-B-0
108 East Fourth Street

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Fulton, Kentucky

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
I.icensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

BUTTS MILLING COMPANY

SMALLMAN
'TIN SHOP

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm:Oil Furnace
Roofing of All Kind
Gutter and Downspeuts Repaired or
Replaced
Phone 502

Army potential leaders' school,
Army technical schools, officer candidate school or the Military Academy at West Point are open to every Army enlisted man who has
the mental and physical qualifications and who shows the makings
of a leader. Try your luck now.

Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

Make the woodwork look like new — add life and
sparkle to your rooms — work miracles with some
Of your old furniture pieces. It's really easy with
the new paints and enamels we have available
Stop in and see
'
the gay, colorful paints and learn
how easy it is to apply them yourself.

Exchange Furniture Co.
207 CHURCH ST.

Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.

PHONE 35

Friday, March 12, 1948
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Mr. and Mrs. Robert Graham visited Ralston and Dresden Sunday. I Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Johnsoii
I and son, Jack. of Meinphis spent
Mrs. Oliver Kash is illdin the Ful- : the week end with her mother,
' Mrs. J. L. Buckingham on Second
ton Hospital.
street.
.
'I
Mr. and Mrs. Flynn Powell of ;I Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Jones and
Murray spent the weekend With her ,
claughter, Susan of Murray are visparents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Evansl t e their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
''
B.ne
B. Alexander and Mr. and Mrs.
on Eddings street.
'Sam Jones,

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FUI,TON,
KENTUCKY

Mrs. W. R. McKenzie and children, Patrieia Gale and Buddy
Miss Margaret Brady of Mayfie
spent the week end with relativ
ld
es
spent the week end with her
in Jackson, Tenn.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brady
Well, well, we sure had a nice
on Eddings Street.
time at the Billy Walker show Friday night, and we had a good
Mrs.
Lon Pickle has returned from
crowd.'Everyone seem to enjoy
Mr. and Mrs. Patton Godfrey arid
a visit to her son, Leon Pickle and daughte
themselves very much.
'r, Patricia of
Lexington
We are glad to see Engineer H.W. family in Henderson, Ky.
spent the week end with his mother
Ruddle home after benig dismissed
and friends.
from I. C. Hospital in Chicago, Ill.
Mrs. H. W. Shupe and nephew,
Johnny Jordon, spent Sunday with
George Hester spent Sunday with
her
parents in Clinton, Ky.
AUSTEN SPRINGS
Mr. Gordon's statement to the
relatives in Mauldin, Mb. He was
Mrs. Carey Frields
people. is as follows: After much
accompanied home by Mrs. Hester
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brigham
Obie Davis has returned home
thought and careful consideration
of who has been visiting
in Mauldin
from _Haws-Memorial after a week'e Dyersburg, Tenn., attended thee.the past
I anneeunce myself as a candidate
week.
Joseph
•
•Wlill
ame
tOreter
r
at
' the'
the office of Representative to the
treatment •for scalp injurier sus- Woman
's Club Monday Night.
Unittel States Congress. I feel that
tained en a car wreck in Dukedoin
me college and legal education, to
some ten days ago.
Mr.
and
Mrs. J. O. Lewis of May11 S CON11101110
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Bowden of
gether with my occupational and
KENT
field attendee! the Joseph Williams
CHICKS from HATCUCKY
professional associatiops as a school
Mayfield, Ky., were here and atHERY
concer
t
in
Fulton
Monda
y
evenin
g.
teacher, eounty official, farmer,
•
tended the bedside of Mrs. Grant
FULL°,Lari.•Inn brwmi
am mimed so riet.
en.muses
Bynune their relative the past
member of organized labor and lawIssommod smAse U
Us.New
David
Sundw
ick left Monday for el. Mood tested Sea.
Sunday.
yer, not only qualifies me to hold
a visit to his mother, Mrs. W. R. ▪ stsrad AMA. AM
SY
thie offiee but also gives me a bet- - Claire Niesen, radio actress for
1mdimm Sneed.
Rev. Jack McClain filled his reg- Sundwick in Detroit, Mich.
CHICKS fr.
Priced rialft
10
years,
portray
s Mary Noble, ular appoin
ter understanding of the actual leghem flios SLUE ISMASS
Pl.Ca.*
tment at Salem Baptist
INHUME',
OLD
of
wife
of
matine
a
W
e
idol,
on WLWislative problems confronting the
church the past Sunday,
Jim Cardwell spent the week end IIIIIITUCKY HATCHERY. I MI SI. WASIK IR.
NBC's serial drama, "Backstage
people of this district.
Mrs. Clifton Cherry has return- with Mrs. Cardwell in Owensboro.
Wife." The program Is heard fire
In this Atomic Age, I.am coned from home from Fulton Hospital
days weekly at 4 p.m., EST.
vinced that a strong national de____efeWeeere
the Sunday and inproved at this 410
fense depends as much upon
writing altho remains in bed very
the
education of all the people, as it
quit. Her condition W:1S alarming
does upon the training of the fightfor several days.
ing personnel. I therefore
favor
Mr- and Mrs. Bill Doyl, Union
federal aid to education, on a
City visited their mother, Mrs. B.L.
student per capita basis, for both pube
Doran and Ralph the past Sunday/
lic and private sehools, so long
as
Dodge Tucker is a victim of some
'
they are accredited by a nationally
complication and is under
some
recognized accrediting association.
medical card:
I feel that it is our duty to give
By Alice Clark
B. L. Doran left for Excelsior
more consideration and better treat•
Springs, Mp., the past week end ac•
Gabardine suit (lett) in
ment to the veterans to whom we
white,
companied by his son, Newell DorA small boy or girl
owe so much, including adjust
ed had a bunch of favorit who never on. Mr. Doran will receive
Royal
or Beige.
a checke uncles has
romnensation Aid much . needed
missed about as much as one who up and possible treatment. They
housing legislation.
Sizes 1 to 6 ......
. $3.98
Our standard of life and national never hung us his socks because made the trip by motor.
Charlet, Elwood Guruon
Uncle J. Vincent suffered some
greatness in the future will to a the old folks told.him there wasn't
very
weak attacks the past week
Charles Elwood Gordon, Attorney great extent depend upon the then any Santa Claus. I used to have a
Short pants
of Benton, seeks the Democratic national resources. Therefore we rouple uncles. there was Uncle from heart ailment and kidney com$1.98, $2.98
plicati
ons. No hope is held for coraJim
and
Uncle
Tom and both of
nomination for United States Rep- must eonserve our resources by conJr. Longies, size 1 8
resentative in the August 7th Pri- tinuing our soil building program them were my favorites. They were plete recovery.
$2.98
Little Leslie Lassiter, who reto me, set apart from all mankind
jou
and farm pairitv payments.
Mary.
Sport shirts, plain and fancies,
With regard to the Federal Tax and I wouldn't take a heap for all eeived such severe burns more than
After graduating from high school
the many kindness they showed a week ago is still a patient at
Sizes 2 to 14
at Aurora, Mr. Gordon janitored structure. I believe a person who
en me in my days of childhood. But Haws-Memorial where he is being
his way through Murray college, through the protection of governtreated
.
We
they
hope
are
he
both
may
respon
gone
$1.49,
d
except
ment
makes
for
$1.98
their
an enormous profit
receiving his B.S. degree in 1933.
fal
precious memories which will live nicely this week.
During his college career he marri should pay a proportionately larger in
My memory forever.
Condo
n
Mitchel
share
l
is
The
buildi
of
the
only
ngexpens
a
e
of
that
GOV' incle I
cd Miss Bertha Knight, formerly of
have left is named "Sam" new garage and storage room for
Christian county, and they now have ernment. In line with this major
five children. two boys and three premis I favor exempting from Fed- 3nd I didn't mention him in the tractor and farming implements.
The Mt. Vernon M.E. Church is
eral Income tax the first $1000 net first category. Little did I think
girls.
— SAVE BY SHOPPING WITH —
Gordon served as County Court income of individuals together with when in my youthfeil bloom that I being wired for electricity.
Ed Frields, Paducah, spent the
Clerk of Marshall courfty for eight an additional exemption of $600 for would live to see the day when I
past
week
end here at home. He
years. being elected the first time each dependant; and the taxing of veiuld have to remit by check or
l st office money order a quarterly .nd Mrs. Frields will return soon,
in 1933, when he was only 21 years pecess profits to compensate for the po
after
spendi
ng the winter with
h
resulti
ink
out
ng
loss
of
my
of
revenu
net income to this
e.
old
Space here will not .perrhit dis- mysterious old gentleman that I children, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell.
During his adult life, he has lived
mission of the many other issues_ learned about in the. newspapers
in the counties of
204 LAKE
FULTON
ay. Iviat•-r WHIC-Fr-rwilrtake up with you from from hii- liang tailed coat and itrip.Tohnny Jtir-don cif-Idurray State
shall, Ballard and Callow
Livingston, and
time
to time as the campaign prog ed trousers. lehave never seen him college spent the week end with
has owned and operated farms 'in
resees. I. therefore trust you will in person and don't know exactly his aunt, Mrs. H. W. Shupe.
each of these counties.
He attended the University of eonsider your vote and intluen.ee where he lives but I gather from
the way I address my letters that
IF IT S NEW DOTTY HAS IT
Louisville School of Law. and Jef- solicited.
does a lot of hanging out around
Respectfully Submitted.
ferson School of Law. and is a
the
"Infer
CHARL
ELWO
nal"
ES
OD" GORDON
Revenue Department
member of both the State and Fedor the joint that gets my angel a and
eral Bar.
—Advertisement
my dough.
• e •
Mrs. H. A. Rust, Kathleen and
Aleen, and Miss Wilma Jean Harris spent Sunday in Carbondale,

Noble Wife

Town Topics

. GORDON ENTERS
CONGRESSIONAL
RACE IN FIRST

"Mickey Boy", Clothes

Roundhouse
Round-Up

THE BUDGET SHOP

Have yzu heard about
the Army's new
Technical School Plan?

055°'

If you're looking for a way to acquire
sound training in a skill or trade,
the U. S. Army's recently announced
CRApys
Technical School Program enables
you to s,tect from nearly 100 courses
the school offering the training you
prefer, qualify for it before you enlist,
and be assured of attending it after
completion of basic training.
The program is open to high school
graduates between 17 and 34 years
CZZal EDICAL
old Non-high school graduates may
also qualify for attendance after
spjThEl 16611.1
"ern" enlisting.
The Technical School Program
aucHompto I
gives you a real opportunity to
launch a profitable career —at good
pay from the start. Your neart
428 LAMB ST.
U. S. Army and Air Force Recruiting
Station has full details. Get them
FULTON
today!
— THIS MESSAGE SPONSORED BY —

0:*,V?sitic"

CITY NATIONAL BANK
Fulton, Ky.

"That Strong Bank"

Spring may be here — but you'll
need to keep the house warm for
two more months at least!

QUICK SERVICE --- BEST QUALITY
ALL SIZES ON HAND FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
•

e „Le :41

CITY COAL CO.
Telephone 51

Ai 14,

Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Alfred and
laughter, Willadean have returned
home after spending the week end
'n Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Robertson
'lave returned home after vacati
ng
•vith friends and relatives in
California.
Roy eFields, Claude Linton and
=am Steele attended the funeral
of
N. T, Witt at Jackson, Tenn.,
Sunday. .
Billy Parton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
7'arl Parton, has left for Washin
*on, D. C., where he will enlist gin
the Marines.
Carl Parton is on a two weeks
vacation.
Mrs. G. A. Thomits is- getting along nicely at home on Third street.
We are glad to hear that Jerry
Carver is getting along nicely after
',eine on the sick list for a few
days.
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Howell were
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. DouglasH
6%ith Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Smith visited
relatives over the week end at
Dresden, Tenn.
Mrs. M. M. Matlock and children,
Eddy, Catherine, Vivian and- Melvinlynh have returned from Central
City, Ky., where they visited
.rfeeds.
M. M. Matlock, J. A. Bowers, Mr.
Kelley, W. C. Jacobs, atteded the
supervisors dinner at the Irwin
Cobb hotel, Paducah, Monday night.
James Borden Ls on his vacation.

s

shoes bi7

•

---•••••••
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•

as seen in VOGUE

6.95 ±c) 8.50

RUPTURE
Expert Coming
To Mayfield Again
GEO. L. HOWE
Well known expert, of Indianapolis, and ex-U.S. Army Medical Corpsman, will personally
demonstrate his method without
charge at the Hall Hotel, Mayfield, Thursday, March 18th from
1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Mr. Howe says the Howe method contracts the openings in remarkably short time on the average case, regardless of the size
or location of the rupture, and
no matter how much you lift or
strain, and puts you back to
work the same day as efficient as
before you were ruptuered.
The Hoye Rupture Shield has
no leg strttp: waterproof, sanitary, practically indestructible,
and can be worn while bathing.
Each shield is skillfully molded
and fitted to the parts under
heat, which gives a perfect fit
and satisfaction.
Large and diffciult ruptures
following operations especially
solicited.
Do not overlook this opportuni•
ty if you want gratifying results.
Mailing address P. O. Box 4233
E. Michigan St., Station, Indianapolis 1, Ind. ,

_
... designed especially to flatter
your new skirt longths. Pumps of
sparkling patent or colortul
calfskin...red green, black, brown

r ye' AP

or blue. Choose
-

now from an'
name! variety of stylesr

Om
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PERSONALS

PALESTINE

FATHER and SON ° I

Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Hro, C, E. Boswell preached to
a large crowd Sunday and he and
his family were dinner guests ot
Mr. and Mrs. Percy King.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cloys of near
Union .City attendeu chunch Sunday.
Helen King of 'Bowling Green,
spen tthe week end with home folks.
Mrs. Horrier Weatherspoon underwent - an oPeration in the Fulton Hospital last Friday and is
doing nicely.
Mesdames D. Inman and Jeff
Harrison are reported on the sick
list
Lynn Phillip Browder of Murray
spent th.e week .cnci with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ethel Browder.
Hillman Collier and C. B. Caldwel left Tuesday on a business trip
to Detroit, Mich.
Susan Stokes of Jackson, Miss.,
is _visiting her grandparents, Mr.
and- Mrs. C. B. Caldwell.
C. L. Drysdale candition remains.
about the same.
Sunday afternoon visitors of IS/11'.
and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell were Mr.
and Mrs. Claud Nelion of Dukedom, Mr. and Mrs. Alebtr Caldwell,
Mrs. Emma Grissom, of Pilot Oak
, and Perrie Grissom of , Detroit,
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SeruARES

—Pitchford-_-understient-._ _an
cIttomy Sunday at She Haws
Ins
=
'Hospital. He is doing nicely,

Our FOR
ItvirL,

tiouai.As

PIECE Of PLA,b1le
OR.200ER net

Paul Boyd, who has been a patient in the Fulton Hospital has
been dismissed and is doing nicely.
Mrs. Abe Thompson underwent
a major operation in Riverside
Hospital in Paducah last week and
is doing nierly. Mrs. Thompson
formerly lived in Fulton.
'Miss inez Milford is visiting'
and family h.
niece, Mrs. E. C.
Springhill, Mo.

,j•

\Wks
"';`,

q$14,

vLAPT
AO,SIN4
.1.VO•%SU

-Abe Jolley, who has been ill of
pneumonia in the Fulton Hospital
is improving.
J. H. Flake of 'Jackson, Tenn.,
spent the week end with Mrs. Flake
at the home of her mother. Mrs.
Pearl Weaver. -
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I O -INCH SPEEDBOAT
Budge: Dad, $3.00 for motor—Son, 55c for matorials
right size to allow an easy flt for
Dear Dad:
Make the propeller as
The hull ts carved. The Super- the shaft
in Figs. 4 and 5 and mount
mite motor is driven by one or two shown
with cement Hook
shaft
the
on
it
Eveready flashlight batteries.
up the propeller shaft to the moFirst, lay out full-size. patterns tor
shaft with a short length of
of the hull (Figures 1 and 2). The plastic or rubber tubing.
hull is built in three "lifts." The
Next cut out the fin and press
two upper lifts are to be cemented it into -the bottom just ahead Of
together to form the removable the step station. 7.ater it can be
deck section. The lower lift forms
in place; but first sand
the actual hull. Figure 3 shows cemented
down the entire hull with very
how the lifts are assembled Pin fine sandpaper Give the whole
artel worlcs a coat of sanding sealer
them together temporaril
carve the outside to shape. Figure (costs 10e) and sand down aga;n.
4-shows-a- tyMeal -section,-through
The paint job is up to the buildthe hull. After shaping the out- er. Masking-out lines are indiside, separate the pieces and hol- cated for a two-tone desk paint
low out the upper and lower lifts. job; but this is not essential. Nor
Cement the two lower lifts to- IS the motor hood or canopy, also
gether and, when they are dry, indicated; but this detail improves
hollow out No. 2 lift to conform the appearance of the boat and
with lift No. 3. Put in the motor seals it against water damage to
block and the battery clips and the batteries. Check any tendency
fit the switch as shosvn in Figure
turn off course by bending the
4. In making the connections, al- to
. . let her go.
low enough wire so that the deck fin as needed and
Sincerely yours,
portion can be raised to replace
batteries. Put in the _propeller
shaft housing. This may be any
piece of metal tubing of just the

WORKS FOR HOURS

while child sleeps
with VapoRub. Re- tO relieve COughs,
lief-bringing action musCUlar soreness
Starta instantly... and tightness.

n est-knov.-n home remedy

John M. and Gertrude Thompson
of Paducah spent the week end
with their grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Thompion and Mrs. Ida
Pegram west of town.

sir

Out of Inn...
But timer
Out of Shape!

'From

Miss Hellen King, who is attending business college in Bowling
Green spent the week end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Percy King.

National
Mortthl
March is
Wallpaper

GLASS CO
6,
PAW

Fred Whitnel of Cincinnati, O., I
is visiting his mother, Mrs. R. C.
at her home on l
Whitnel who is
the Union City highway.
Mrs. Byron Blagg and little son,
Pylon Jr , of Nashville are visiting
her mother, Mrs. R. H. Wade on
Carl. street.
Mrs. J. D. White is spending this
month with her sister. Miss Gertrude Murphy and her brother, Bob
Atonally ill Chicago,

Phone 909

210
I fi
• vev."12•LA"

a

New! Exclusive
Features in the

ton Monday after a weeks Visit with I
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Burnett.
Rep. Harvey Pewitt left Monday I
for Frankfort after spending the
week end at home.
Meldames Williams McClanahan,
Roy Bard, Robert Thompson and
Gus Browder attended the Advisory
Council of Homemakers in Hickman
Wednesday.
Roy_Elard left Tuesday night for
Louisville to attend the Conference
of Farm Presidents the 10th and
41th.
Ed Thompson. arrived home Tilesday from Lakeland, Fla., where he I
spent most of the winter. His daugh- i
ter, Mrs. Harris Bondurant of
Cleveland, O., spent part of the time'
. I
with him.
John and Gertrude Thompson ac-1
companied Mrs. Robert Thompson
from Paducah last Friday for a stay
I svith their grandparents, Mr. end
I Mrs. John Thompson while their
mahter is in the hospital.

* Worki Famous Lova
* PrRallioR CUt GROW,

DEFLECTOR TUB

how the
The simplified sketch illustrates
creates more
WATER DEFLECTOR TUB
turbulent water action.
minute
Shoots 1800 extra jets of water each
swishing
through the clothes in.stend of knit.
less
in
around'— cleans clothes thoroughly
tangling.
time with less wear. Eliminates

•
EXCLUSIVE DOUBLE-DUTY AGITATOR
Removable plastic bowl is easily slipped
Gently
on. over the aluminum agitator.
s
washes small pieces such as handkerchief
in the
or dainties which are hard to find
tub. Provides extra scrubbing action for
clothes being washed at the same time in
the large tub.

.s.,?yf!',6y)
PERFECT
DIAMOND
RINGS

3-Fully insured against
loss by fire or theft:
4-One uniform national
price on sealed-on tag.
See them st your
AUTHORIZED

FOR DE LUXE
SHIRT LAUNDERING
it'ST TELEPHONE

Out of town. but never out of
shape — your shirts. laundered to
perfection and Smoothly finished.
are always held non-crushabk by
the „SHIRT PAX.

O. K. LAUNDRY
Phone 130

"Xoyarly,
JEWELER'S

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE
224 Lake St.
Your Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:

Sim Porcelain Tun

EXCLUSIVE WATER

o.

—by bus. rail Or air. the SHIRT
• PAX will go along with you —
there and back — and retain the
perfectly laundered "V that people see."

H.P. Mots,

* tncentional Vole*

11f

2-Individually registered
in the owner's name;

Mechanism

* Powerivl Ve

* Comptoto Guarantee

ldr. and Mrs. Wrenn' Coulter:Iwill
-move Monday from lhe GA-1%nd
Merryman apartmeats-on Oak street
to the J. S, Mills apartnicnt on Walnut street.

Going. Places!

*
*

Mrs. Abe Jolley, who has been
ill of pneumonia is improving at
her houte on. West State Line.

1-Doubly guaranteed in
writing to be perfect:

Church

.4Aa+++++•.****44.4÷1.6•••••44Maa-r+++4.4p4.414.••••••••••••.******41040410414.********
a-saa+++4

Nudy Rags

operation Monday in the Fuller.
Gilliam hospital, Mayfield, and is
doing as well as can be expected.
- Mrs. Elmer Hixon and daughter
returned to their home in Lexing-

modern
the
peonies to
'Wallpapers are
ot
clustess
beribboned imperial Washable is dratnaticallI
pattern
stripes,
tresh new
Each
simplicity offashionable walls! give sour house
to
colors
in sparkling
todasl
the latest
showroom
designed in
at our
them
bestir/. See

LORG

PRofeLLfir SLAM
utriaL0/123

Ifilaby
HaS ACold

ICKS.
Vv,...R.

eaorta -

Mrs. Gordon Baird has returned
from Nashville where she visited
her daughter, who has been ill for
several weeks.

M r-

MOST MOTHERS DO THIS

D you can use to relieve
distress of children's colds is
comforting Vicks VapoRub.
Even while you rub it on,
VapoRub starts to work to
ease distress...and It keeps
on working during the night.
No wonder most mothers
always do
this when a
coldstrikes.

Dr. and Mrs. Gene-Poe and little
daughter of Clinton spent Stinday
With the latters parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Boyd Alexander.

MINK

The W.S.C.S. met with Mrs. Harafternoon.
vey Pewitt Monday
There were 14 members present.
During the social hour• coca-colas
and sandwiches were served.
' Mrs. Abe Thompson of Paducah,
sister of Mrs. Robert Thompson,
'underwent major operation in'Riverside Hospital last week and is doing nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Davidson
visited Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Browder Sunday afternoon,
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Davidson and
daughter Susan left for Chattanooga Sunday to make their home.
O. B. Shelton, brother of Mrs.
Tobe. W'right, underwent a major

AT BERTillE rub
throat. chest, back

Mrs. Tucker Brown is a patient
in the Fulton Hospital.

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

a

LIFETIME REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
1. Includes .. . REPLACING COMPLETE TRANSMISSION UNIT at
any time during life of the machine (whether defective, or worn out
in natural service) at a cost not to exceed $7.50, f.o.b. factory.
2. . . . To COMPLETELY REBULD THE ENTIRE WASHER, and make
substantially as good as new, at any time WITHIN TEN YEARS, at
a cost not to exceed $30, f.o.b. fac tory.

McDade Furnitpre Co.
212 Church Street

Phone 905

.
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In Our Record Department

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE

FULTON, KY. •••

As Surveyed by Billboard Magazine
1. Now is the Hour
2. I'm looking over a four
leaf clover.
3. Manana
4. Beg your pardOn
5. Ballerina

SPRING NEEDS
FOR THE FARM

MAKE OUR STORE YOUR ONE-STOP HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL THE LITTLE
THINGS
YOU WILL NEED AROUND THE FARM AND AROUND THE YARD THIS
SPRING. WE
HAVE LISTED HERE A FEW OF THE MANY ITEMS WE HAVE IN STOCK ... IF
YOU
NEED ANYTHING NOT LISTED, ASK FOR IT.

(--.Pf.-.-hEr4t:'
1.
PROTECTS YOUR
INVESTWENTS

C

T
ate
11/
evi

HUDSON
BABY CHICK
BROODERS.

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER
Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage Cabinets
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 records) LISTEN -TO -OUR PRO
GRAM EACH DAY 4 to 4:30 P. M. Over WNGO for the latest records.

GARDEN
TOOLS
AVEX all-purpose, self cleaning double head RAICES.
14 inches wide
$2.50
6 inches wide
$2.00
Standard 12-inch garden rakes $1
Leaf rakes, for the yard80c and $1.25

200 -- 300 CAPACITY
909

6. Golden Earrings
7. Serenade of the Bells
8. I'll dance at your
wedding
9. But Beautiful
10. How Soon

HEXAGON POULTRY NMING
One-inch mesh

These well-built, long-lasting brooders
come wired fotA10-120 Volt current. They

36 inches wide, 150 feet to roll, per roll

48 inches wide, 150 feet to roll, per roll___ $10.50

are equipped with automatic-thermostat
heat control for protection of your chicks.

Two-inch mesh
60 inches wide, 150 feet to roll, per roll __ _ $6.50

20.00
2-PRONG BARBED WIRE

per spool

FEED TROUGHS

$8.

$6.95

IT'S HERE

2-ft. galvanized, for chicks
1-ft galvanized, for chicks
40-in. galvanized, for chicks
HUDSON 4-foot galvanized,
large for hens

40c
$35c
$1.25
extra
$3.50

HUDSON FOUNTAINS

SPIaltslr

HUDSON 3-gallon size galvanized water
fountain, complete
$2.90
Baby chick galvanized, circular water
fountain,
each 10c.

okttiffit
TUR

PAY LESS FOR THE BEST!
Have Everything:

'Butatif,Powek, atart

ow the
es MOte
minute
swishing
in less
gling.

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

ITATOR
slipped
Gently
kerchiefs
d in the
lion for
time in

PRESTO PRESSURE COOKERS
MODEL 404, 4 Quart Size
MODEL 604, 4 Quart Size
MODEL 406, 6 Quart Size_
2/
1
2 QUART• SIZE

SAO $50 to $75 ON THIS
IT at
rn out
d make
RS, at

FM-AM AUTOMATIC RADIO-PHONOGRAPH
thrilling new
Name your listening wish!Name your price! Here's
Here's
PM. magically free from static and station interfeience.
All this and
powerful AM, with famous "Clear as a Bell" tone.
therenowned
in
reproduced
Automatic Record playing gloriously
Sonora phonograph tradition! Plays up to 12 records autoFM
matically. Powerful, sensitive Superhet radio for flawless
dynamic
reception end full AM broadcast coverage. Heavy-duty
' AM anePealcer: eeriebie tone control; built-in 'Sonorascope
giant
tenna and PM di-pole antenna; automatic volume control;
furniture, of
edge-lighted dial. The console is genuinely fine Geoerously•
finished.
choir* mahogany vonettrs, quality-built and
Come in
proportioned with roomy record storage compartment.
to
•-see it, hear id Compare-and you'll set why you save $50
at
r
priced
$75. Model No. WKRL1-254 unbelievably
-

$279.95

81.1#111 FM-AM PLASTIC TABLE MODEL
It's Sonota's table model masterpiece-modern radio at its finest!
Here't everything you ate ask for-glorious FM reception with
ell the glowing namral tone of the actual studio performancefree from static and station interference .powerful AM broadcast reception with all the beauty of"Clear as a Bell" tone. Latest
Siiperhet circuit; heavy-duty dynamic speaker; variable tone control; built-in AM antenna and FM antenna provision; automatic
volume control; giant full-vision dial If there were Academy
Awards for cabinet hammy.obis plastic masterpiece would get the
"Oscar!" Here's the ondtallenged value for dependable qualby,
for genuine FM reception arid complete radio enjoyment. la
beautiful Mahogany plastic cabinet. Mode/ No VFFU•
262 Priced at only
PWA/A TAILS MODS WWI. IVOIV ItASTK. 0.4v

$69.95

$13.95
$12.95
$15.95

POST HOLE DIGGERS

$3.50

Keen-Kutter, wide-blade hoes

$1.50

ALL KINDS OF SHOVELS FOR EVERY PURPOSE

AIL KINDS Of GALVANIZED
TUBS BUCKETS CANS PAILS

....••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••,~~..4.4.1.4.4.4.•..........••••••••••••••••••••••
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KENTUCK FESCUE
TO BE USED ALONG
HIGHWAYS REPORTED
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SHORT, SHORT STORIES
By The Staff

The Fulton Young Men's Busi- night, much to the chagrin of Hugh
ness Club turned out its heavy eat- Fly and H. H. Moss, whose new ceilers last 'Tuesday and descended on ing in tlie smartly-styled and soonCrutchfield. at 7:30 p. m. for a to-open Smith's Cafe suffered from
hearty ,chicken dinner served by the overflow. We submit that the
the homemakers of that communi- score is now even for the bad time
ty' at the schoolholise.
that the West Ilotel residents had
_Fallowing the meal, some of the one_ midnight Isst faH when the
local folks led the group in a round cafe caught fire.
of the old favorite songs. — ,
•% ,•••
A short business meeting was
Word has been received here of
President
Cliff the death; of Mrs. H. Eddie Farmer,
conducted by
Shields. The club has ordered ad- Sr.,. a former resident of Weakley
ditional trash receptacles for city ; county, at her home near
Markle,
streets and is working on a perm- ! Texas. Her son, H. E. Farmer,
Jr.,
anent
war memorial-plaque hor.-1 and his wife left Fulton recently
oririg the dead of _World War II,. to reside in Dallas: they will be rewhich will replace the temporary I membered by local citizens as emmemorial board on Lake street.
ployees of the McDade Furniture
Company here. Mrs. Farmer, Sr.,
. Russell Pitchford, local banker was preeeded in death by her husand president of the Fulton Chamb- band. who was a nephew of Dick
er of Commerce, was relieved of Farmer at Dukedom.!Burial wile at
his appendix last Saturday in an Merkle.
emergency trip to Haws Memorial
hospital; where he Is resting comMr. and Mrs. Henry Bethel and
fortably. "Glad it happened when daugfiter, Zearle, have recently
it did." he commented. "This is moved frOm Forestdale to their
iust between the Ain-ding and the 'newly-purchased home on Central
NATIONAL SAFETY tIONC
fishing season.'
avenue. Their daughter an operator at the local Southern Bell TeleSomebody left the water run- phone office, is confined with an
ever put to the House or Senate. a world which has so fully masterisi I ning up in the West Hotel Tuesday attack of the flu.
Before the dry forces could become the art of destruction, the developCHRISTIAN SCIENCE
organized, before they seemed to tnent of the belief and practice of
Funeral servires we
h Id
"Substance" is the silbject of the Doublin Baptist church Sunday
realize what was happening, the bill brotherhood is essential to selfat
was passed and through parliamen- preservation. For these reasons, Lesson-Sermon which will be read 2:30 p. m. with Rev., Tildon Garner
tary procedure. There was no chance Americans everywhere should join in all Christian Science churches and, James G. Heisner officiating.
Do yOu realize that April 6th is
for debate, pnly a chance to ex- wholeheartedly in the observance throughout the world on Sunday. She was buried- by her bus-Band In
Army Day? Watch your liseal papMarch 14, 1948.
press the vote.
the church cemetery with W. W.
of American Brotherhood Week.
ers for pertinent information.
The Golden Text is: "For ever, 0 Jones and Sons.
The revenue from the mantdacLord, thy word is settled in heaven.
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Kentucky•31 fescue; a native Kentucky grass first developed in Men
ifee county,•is being tested for possible use in roadside planting along state highways, Highway Commissioner Garrett L. Withers said
today.
"The use of Kentucky, 31 .fescue
for roadside planting is attracting
.considerable attention in highway
circles of' Kentucky and other
states," the commissioner said.
' "Those who have had experience
with the grass claim that its use
for roadside planting will not only
beautify the highways of the State
but will actually reduce the cost of
rivht-of-way maintenance.
_"The grass has proved to be a vigorous grower and widely adapted
to areas Where -Kentucky bluegrass
is difficult to establish and maintain. Advantages of Kentucky 31
fescue for roadside planting are the
east and rapidity with which it gets
which prevents roadside erosion;
established; its deep root system
its vigoruous growth which tends to
crowd out weeds, and its long life
and ability to stay green practically
th*oughout the year."
Kentucky now has about 50,000.
acres planted in 31 fescue and last
year produced over 1,000,000 pounds
of seed.
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It is pliable and remains RESILIENT, cushioning parts against the impact
from stones, rocks, shocks, noise, dust and moisture. It is guaranteed pro-
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"WITCOTE" UNDERCAR PROTECTION is a new RUBBER compound
that is sprayed on all parts undernea th your car . . . fenders, gas tank, etc.
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